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Abstract 
 

 
The purpose of this study is to examine the reform of education in 16th century 

Geneva by the Protestant reformer John Calvin and to show its application to the context 

of mission in Japan. Before Calvin committed himself to the reform of Geneva, he 

himself received various influences for his own formation. The first chapter of this study 

examines each aspect of his educational background. Among the schools and the teachers 

he met, it was Mathurin Cordier, Calvin’s first teacher of Latin, who influenced him most. 

Cordier was for Calvin the ideal educator who could integrate knowledge and piety in a 

Christlike character. Calvin maintained his great respect for his life-long master until he 

closed his eyes. The second chapter studies the realization of Calvin’s thought on 

education. Calvin’s aim in reform was that everyone in the city of Geneva, regardless of 

age, should be educated by the word of God. However, he also laid a great emphasis on 

the education of future generations. He himself drafted catechisms and ordered each 

household to study them daily. Secondly, he and his followers established the Academy 

of Geneva for the education of youth and future ministers and civic leaders. Calvin’s 

Academy was a highly innovative institution, and later became the model for many 

Christian schools and seminaries. This study examines the principles and programs of the 

academy. The third chapter deals with Calvin’s understanding of humanity which should 

be the foundation for education. We examine how his doctrine of man influences his idea 

of education. Finally, the last chapter studies the present situation of educational 

ministries in Japan. We examine the challenges and attempt to present a way of applying 

Calvin’s educational ideas in order to show their  relevance to Christian education in 

Japan.
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Introduction 
 

 
The reform of Geneva led by John Calvin and his colleagues in the 16th century 

had in fact many aspects. One can rightly call it “the reform of liturgy,” or “the reform of 

preaching,” or even “the reform of polity in church and state.” However, it is no doubt 

that one of the major themes in Calvin’s reform in Geneva was that of education. In fact, 

Calvin poured much of his effort into a renovation, or a new creation of education for the 

church and the people in Geneva. 

Innovating a new form of education and putting it into practice was the core of 

Calvin’s program concerning the reform of Geneva.  He not only preached and gave 

lectures on the Scriptures daily for people but founded schools particularly for young 

people. The Academy of Geneva was established during his life and was carried on by his 

followers. 

Calvin’s ideas on education and its practice in the 16th century, as seen in the 

Academy of Geneva, are based on his theological understanding of humanity. This school 

trained generations of Reformed leadership and was a tremendous achievement which 

influenced much Protestant education of that time. It later became the model not only for 

Protestant seminaries and schools but even for the Jesuit institutions. This study will 

show the essence of Calvin’s thought on education, its impact on the 16th century world 

and its validity for the present mission of the church, especially the mission of the church 

in Japan, as we have the task of renewing our churches and schools by a commitment to 

piety and learning. 

We may wonder why Calvin could have so positive a perspective for education 

and humanity while he presents such negative aspects of humanity in his exposition of 
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the Scriptures, which was inherited later by Calvinists in their references to total 

depravity as found in the “TULIP” acronym. 

One can see the origin and development of his thought on education in his 

humanist-theological formation and in his intercourse with the other reformers of the time. 

This study, therefore, seeks to show; (1) the influences that Calvin himself received from 

his own education and from the other reformers and humanists of his time; (2) the 

making and character of the Academy of Geneva, and the development and practice of  

catechetical instruction. These two were the main influences on his idea of education; (3) 

his theological understanding of humanity which should be the basis for the whole of his 

educational activity; (4) and finally, how we can apply it to the present mission of 

Christian education both in church and  school in Japan. 
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Chapter 1 

The Background of Calvin’s Thought on Education 

 

Calvin’s Own Education 

Jean Calvin (1509 -64), as the reformer of the city of Geneva, left a mark that was 

not only theological, but also political, economic, and literary. However, I believe the 

core of his reforming activities, along with preaching, was the reform of the Church and 

people through the reform of education both at church and in school. He poured much of 

himself into the reform of education. Religious education in the church and civil 

education in the school were two pillars of his reform. This reform affected both children 

and adults. Among them, especially, the young were trained in the Academy of Geneva 

and later became leaders in various countries throughout Europe. 

Before looking at his educational program in detail, we examine Calvin’s own 

educational background.  

Infancy in Noyon 

Jean Calvin was born on July 10, 1509 in Noyon, an old city of the Picardy region 

in the northern part of France, as the second son of Gérard Cauvin and Jeanne Le Franc.1 

Jeanne passed away in 1515, when Calvin was only 6 years old. His siblings were 

Charles, Antoine, Marie and another little sister. His two sisters were born of Gérard’s 

second wife, Antoine, who also had died very young.2 Gérard was an ambitious character. 

                                                 
1 Breen says, “Geography cannot account for everything, but certain traits in Calvin were perhaps 
conditioned by his Picard blood: sensitiveness, pride, directness, logicity, and so forth.” Quirinius Breen, 
John Calvin: A Study in French Humanism (Grand Rapids, MI: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 
1931), 11.  
2 Bernard Cottret, Calvin: Biographie  (Paris: Édition Jean-Claude Lattrès, 1995), 24. 
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He did not succeed in his hereditary river business on the Oise River, but sought with 

ambition a career in Roman Catholic Church circles of the region. He took up posts such 

as solicitor to the episcopal offices, fiscal agent, secretary to the bishop, and procurator of 

the cathedral Chapter.3 Since he wished to give his children a good education, he sent all 

of his three sons to the Collège de Capettes, where John Calvin received his primary 

education and soon distinguished himself. 

Gérard wanted one of his three sons to be a clergyman in the future, which was a 

common practice in those days for people not from a wealthy family enabling a move 

into the upper class. John was, therefore, as son of Gérard, tonsured in May, 1521.4 

Gérard had trouble with the clergy of Noyon and was excommunicated around 

1528. He was not even permitted to be buried by the church. Charles, the eldest son, 

became a priest, but caused a dispute against the church and was also excommunicated in 

1537, probably because he supported his brother’s idea of reform.  

Due in part to Gérard’s status, John Calvin was allowed to accompany to school 

the children of the Montmor branch of the Hangest family, a distinguished nobility of 

Noyon. This family is famous for its close connection with John Calvin and for the fact 

that many of them became soldiers of the Huguenot troops. Ganoczy says that the 

Hangest family was penetrated by the spirit of a great Christian revival.5 

In August 1523, the 14 year old John Calvin was sent to Paris together with the 

children of the Hangest family and entered colleges attached to the University of Paris. 

François Wendel points out, “Such connections were not without effect upon the 

                                                 
3 François Wendel, Calvin: Origins and Development of His Religious Thought, translated by Philip Mairet. 
(Baker Books: Grand Rapids, MI, 1997), 16.  
4 T.H.L.Parker, John Calvin (London: SCM Press, 1975), 3. 
5 Aléxandre Ganoczy,  Le Jeune Calvin: Genèse et Évolution de sa vocation réformatrice (Wiesbaden: 
Franz Steiner Verlag GMBH, 1966), 131. 
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formation of the young Calvin. If he shared with the generality of his Picard compatriots 

their sense of logic and quickness of sensibility, he certainly owed his aristocratic tastes 

and manners to the familiar terms on which he was admitted to the Montmors’ family 

circle.”6 Being in Paris meant that he would begin his formal education in the higher 

studies at the very heart of European orthodoxy. The severe discipline of the college the 

students were subjected to was calculated also to discourage revolt. Nevertheless, it made 

real students of those who could endure it. The tremendous erudition of his first 

publication (Commentaries on the De Clementia) was made possible by habits of 

unflagging application and concentration.7 

Mathurin Cordier 

Calvin first attended the Collège de la Marche, considered at that time as having 

the most humanistic atmosphere among the several colleges attached to the University of 

Paris. There Calvin found himself under the direction of the famous Mathurin Cordier 

(1477-1564), one of the founders of modern pedagogy. 

Cordier was born in 1477 in Perche, the northern part of France near Normandie. 

He first became a priest. After studying at the University of Paris, he served as an interim 

priest at the Notre Dame Church of the Good News in Rouen. However, he eventually 

gave in to his urgent calling and dedicated himself to the education of children. 

After teaching successfully in different collèges, such as de Reims, de Sainte-

Barbe, de Lisieux, and de Navarre, Cordier came to teach in the Collège de La Marche. 

                                                 
6 Wendel, Calvin: Origins and Development of His Religious Thought, translated by Philip Mairet. (Baker 
Books: Grand Rapids, MI, 1997), 16.  
7 Breen, John Calvin: A Study in French Humanism (Grand Rapids, MI: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing 
Company, 1931),  15. 
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Cordier’s reputation as a teacher was said to be: “Partout où enseigne Monsieur Cordier 

fleurissent les belles letters.”8 (Wherever Mr. Cordier teaches, literary art flourishes.) 

It was precisely when Calvin entered the Collège de La Marche that Cordier 

started the beginners’ course in Latin with a new plan. Until the previous year, he taught 

in the most advanced class (la première classe). This position could have promoted him 

to that of president. However, seeing that the students were taught only to show off and 

did not acquire firm basics, he, unable to ignore this problem, decided to go down to the 

beginners’ class (la quatrième classe), so that he need not start over with the basics every 

year. Calvin was fortunate to be among the first students of Cordier’s new plan.9 

The Spirit of Cordier 

It is intriguing to look into what the instruction by Cordier was like. Cordier 

himself wondered a number of times why foreign students coming to the University 

could speak to scholars without difficulty, while French students spoke Latin very badly. 

They always chatted in French.  

Cordier came to feel that it was the teachers’ fault because of their negligence, 

and above all their lack of piety. “In the gymnasiums [middle and high school] of this city, 

Christ is so neglected! Hardly do people worry about the Word of God! How few 

teachers there are who urge their students, whether it is in houses or classrooms, to the 

love of God and to the study of divine things! How many [teachers] there are who do not 

prefer a child reading and writing well to a child who is honest and full of life! What kind 

of physical education teacher would place charity before winning?”10  

                                                 
8 Émile Doumergue, Jean Calvin: Les hommes et les choses de son temps, tome premier, (Lausanne : 
Georges Bridel & Cie Éditeurs, 1889), 59. 
9 Doumergue, 59. 
10 Doumergue, 60. [translation mine] 
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Cordier described how schools spoiled their students. “Aren’t we ashamed of 

sending back these young people quite ruined whom we received quite innocent? If I use 

a proverb, ‘Why did these children come to our schools as angels, but leave them as 

demons?’11 We therefore have to change the education system and should not waver 

between too much indulgence and too much severity.” Here Cordier speaks with his 

whole heart. 

These daily and constant floggings so divert young people from the study of 
literature that they hate school more than the bite of a dog or a snake, and they 
believe they are living in a galley or a prison, whereas ancient people had the 
wisdom to prefer using the word ‘jeu’ (play, scholē) to refer to the place of 
education. For me, I believe we’d better encourage them through small rewards. 
We should not drag them, but lead them to not only love the Latin language but 
also delight in learning it.12  

 
Why do you force them? Why do you hit, or even torture them? Do you wish to  
teach with ease? Begin with the customs. Start out with God and with heavenly 
things. Teach children, not in a way to let them do anything they want, but that 
they are sustained by divine assistance. I say: teach them to love Christ, to breathe 
in Christ, and to embrace Christ in the mouth. The name of Jesus Christ! Pour it 
drip by drip into the soul of your pupils. Bring it in, and make it penetrate into 
their souls. Instill into them the Word of God so diligently that they could at least 
be touched by some sparks of the divine love. Move away these whips and bring 
nearer a piece of burning firewood and the little flames of piety. 
 
Why do the pupils make so little progress in literature and in good customs, if not 
because Christ does not reign in schools? You say: “I despair of convincing 
children of these things. They are not capable of such a high science yet.” In fact, 
we look for subterfuges and excuses for our sins. We are ashamed of arguing in 
school about piety, religion, and Christ. I think we are afraid that children would 
make fun of us and call us ‘preachers.’ Why, please, do you despair or distrust, 
man of little faith? If  it is in vain that we speak to children about Christ and piety, 
why did Christ himself say: Let children come to me.13  

 
Cordier wrote this in his work Decorrupti sermonis emendatione libellus (1531). 

The preface of this book ends with a supplication addressed to children and the youth: “I 

                                                 
11 Doumergue, Jean Calvin: Les hommes et les choses de son temps, tome premier, (Lausanne : Georges 
Bridel & Cie Éditeurs, 1889), 60. [translation mine] 
12 Doumergue, 61. [translation mine] 
13 Doumergue, 61. [translation mine] 
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implore you, very kindly children and you honest young people, in the name of Jesus 

Christ, our common teacher and Savior, devote yourselves first to good customs and then 

to good literature.”14  

Here is the spirit of the education that Calvin heard every day for months. It is 

beyond our imagination to know how deeply his young soul, so open to this influence, 

was impressed. It seems that we have too often neglected the role that Cordier thus 

played in the preparation of our reformer’s piety and appreciation of sound learning.  

It is true that until then Cordier did not openly join the evangelical party. 

However, at the end of his career, he revealed clearly the bottom of his heart: 

Since I took the responsibility of teaching children at least fifty years ago, I have 
always had this desire of doing all my possible ways in order that they could meet 
piety and good customs together with the study of literature. Although I started 
teaching at that time in Paris (and then consecutively in Reims, Sainte-Barbe, 
Lixieux, La Marche, and Navarre), I was not at all yet illuminated with the true 
clarity of the Gospel but was plunged in the profound darkness of superstitions, 
although I always urged my students not only toward the study of humanity but 
also to fear and serve God.15  
 

It is intriguing to see here how Cordier combines fearing and serving God with 

the study of literature (the humanities). Here is the essence of Cordier’s education. For 

Cordier, learning correct Latin is above all the basis for literature, and the learning of 

good literature should follow the instruction of good customs. All these should enable 

children to prepare the way to piety. The goal of a child’s education is to fear and serve 

God. All these learning programs are to be made with delight in knowing and loving 

Jesus Christ. Cordier’s philosophy of education was not just intellectual but highly  

holistic.  

                                                 
14 Doumergue, Jean Calvin: Les hommes et les choses de son temps, tome premier, (Lausanne : Georges 
Bridel & Cie Éditeurs, 1889), 61. [translation mine] 
15 Doumergue, 62. [translation mine] 
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In classrooms, Cordier used Latin as much as possible and limited the use of 

French to where it helped students understand Latin better. However, his French was no 

less clear and fascinating than his Latin. While many French people spoke Latin-mixed-

French at that time, one of Cordier’s achievements was that he successfully made a clear 

distinction between the two languages and reflected their characteristics respectively. 

Calvin was trained by this master for the acquisition of a solid foundation in Latin. He 

became able to use both refined and elegant Latin and clear and logical French.16 His 

Institution de la Religion Chrétienne (1541), the French version of the Institutes, is 

ranked as a revolution of French, together with François Rabelais’ Histoire de Gargantua 

et Pantagruel (1532-46).  

Calvin received Cordier’s education only from the fall of 1523 through the end of 

that year. Although it was only a few months, its influence was very decisive. It is 

evidenced by Calvin’s dedicatory epistle to his Commentary on I Thessalonians (1550):  

When my father sent me, while yet a boy, to Paris, after I had simply tasted the 
first elements of the Latin tongue. Providence so ordered it that I had, for a short 
time, the privilege of having you as my instructor, that I might be taught by you 
the true method of learning, in such a way that I might be prepared afterwards to 
make somewhat better proficiency. This, indeed, was what you had in view, but to 
me it was a singular kindness on the part of God that I happened to have an 
auspicious commencement of such a course of training. And although I was 
permitted to have the use of it only for a short time, from the circumstance that we 
were soon afterwards advanced higher by an injudicious man, who regulated our 
studies according to his own pleasure, or rather his caprice, yet I derived so much 
assistance afterwards from your training, that it is with good reason that I 
acknowledge myself indebted to you for such progress as has since been made. 
And this I was desirous to testify to posterity, that, if any advantage shall accrue 
to them from my writings, they shall know that it has in some degree originated 
with you.17 

                                                 
16 16 Doumergue, Jean Calvin: Les hommes et les choses de son temps, tome premier, (Lausanne : Georges 
Bridel & Cie Éditeurs, 1889), 65-66.  
17 John Calvin, “Commentary on I Thessalonians,” Commenaries on The Epistles of Paul The Apostle To 
The Philippians, Colossians, and Thessalonians, translated by John Pringle (Grand Rapids: WM. Eerdmans 
Publishing Company, 1948), 234.  
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When Calvin inaugurated the academy in Geneva, he implored his master to come 

to help him from Lausanne. Cordier finally accepted and was appointed professor in 1557. 

The friendly relation set up between master and pupil was to last till death. It is no doubt 

that Calvin considered Cordier as an ideal teacher and educator, and that he received the 

greatest influence from Cordier as far as the education for the young is concerned.  

The Collège de Montaigu 

After about three months of study under the delightful Mathurin Cordier, Calvin 

was transferred to the Collège de Montaigu, whose atmosphere, unlike that of the Collège 

de la Marche, was strongly ecclesiastical. The celebrated Scot, John Major,18 and the 

Spaniard, Antonio Coronel were among its professors. Rabelais, who had been a student 

there, gives it a sinister reputation for the manner of its life, “unsavoury, unhealthy, and 

inhumane.” He declares, “If I were king at Paris, the devil take me if I would not set fire 

to it and burn up principal and regents who tolerate such inhumanity before their eyes.”19 

The use of French was here strictly prohibited. The régime was hard and exacting, no 

provision being made for recreation. From four in the morning till eight at night in winter 

and nine in summer, the mind was kept strained without intermission, except for 

unappetizing and debilitating meals.20  

The head of this college was Noel Beda, one of those men who should never have 

been entrusted with so important a position. Ambition in him was matched by a rigid 

narrowness of mind. He was the persecutor of Lefèvre and was considered as the first 

                                                 
18 Cottret points out that there is no evidence that Calvin studied under Major. Cottret, 33.  
19 Breen, John Calvin: A Study in French Humanism (Grand Rapids, MI: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing 
Company, 1931), 18.  
20 A Mitchell Hunter, “The Education of Calvin ,” In Articles on Calvin and  Calvinism: A fourteen-volume  
anthology of scholarly articles, vol. 2 Calvin’s Early Writings and Ministry, edited by Richard C. Gamble. 
(New York/London: Garland Publishing, INC., 1992), 59. 
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heresy-hunter of the time.21 However, he at one time had collaborated with John 

Standonck, a reformer of stern character but also of considerable idealism and saintliness.  

John Standonck was born in the middle of the fifteenth century at Malines of poor and 

pious parents, and brought up in a “milieu sacerdotal et monastique.”22 At an early age he 

repaired to Gouda where the Brethren of the Common Life had offered him a scholarship. 

There he came under the influence of the Brethren of the Common Life. They practiced a 

simple and hearty piety, and shunned scholasticism and theology, opposing thomistic 

realism. This attitude was reflected in the Imitation of Christ by Thomas à Kempis. 

Abandoning the abstract intellectualism of the scholastics they turned to the Bible 

(chiefly the New Testament), and to Augustine and Bernard as their favorite fathers.23  

Standonck set about to reform the education of the clergy, and he began with Montaigu. 

First, he imposed a most rigorous discipline, including the merciless beatings he had 

observed at Gouda, though it must be observed that he acquired considerable more room 

to house the poor students.24 

It is almost certain that Calvin made an early acquaintance with à Kempis, for the 

fundamental ideas of the Brethren of the Common Life are not strange to Calvinism. 

Certainly his favorite fathers are Augustine and Bernard. Whereas, the Collège de 

Montaigu under Noel Béda and his successor Pierre Tempête was a horrible place to 

spend five years as a student, there were sweetening influences, a subtler Standonian 

                                                 
21 Breen, John Calvin: A Study in French Humanism (Grand Rapids, MI: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing 
Company, 1931), 11.  
22Breen, 18. 
23 Breen, 19.  
24 Breen, 20. 
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spirit, which would tend to produce in him a religious power and enlightenment, once his 

classical fever of reaction against a senseless regimen had passed.25  

What else did Calvin receive at this college? At least his mind was given that 

sharpness of edge and practiced agility which made him a matchless controversialist in 

his later days. Disputation was carried on there incessantly; in the program of the day, a 

large part was given to argument and discussion, to these exercises an hour in the 

morning and another at night were consecrated, but the students far exceeded the 

provision made by authorities. They disputed before dinner, during dinner, and after 

dinner. They disputed in public, in private, in every place and at all times.26 Calvin’s 

success in his studies drew attention to him, his prodigious memory and the amazing ease 

with which he mastered his subjects putting him head and shoulders above his fellows.  

Calvin’s stay here provides one of the dramatic historical coincidences in which 

the mind takes a curious pleasure. Ignatius Loyola, the founder of the Jesuit Order, 

entered the College about the time when Calvin left it, and these two arch-antagonists 

may have sat side by side on its benches.  

The University of Orléans 

After five memorable years at the University of Paris, Calvin at the age of 

eighteen went to the University of Orléans. He abandoned theology for law. His father 

ordered him to take this step, the reason being that the law was the most certain way to 

wealth and honors. But ambitious as he was, he would perhaps not have made this 

decision with respect to his son John, had he himself not been involved in difficulties 

                                                 
25 Breen, John Calvin: A Study in French Humanism (Grand Rapids, MI: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing 
Company, 1931), 21.  
26 Hunter, “The Education of Calvin ,” In Articles on Calvin and  Calvinism: A fourteen-volume  anthology 
of scholarly articles, vol. 2 Calvin’s Early Writings and Ministry, edited by Richard C. Gamble. (New 
York/London: Garland Publishing, INC., 1992), 59  
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with the Chapter at Noyon. However, the fact that it resulted in his son’s abandoning 

theology was of tremendous meaning for Calvin’s development as a humanist. For it 

signified that he was now forever free from the immediate influence of the reactionary 

University, and that he was to enter a secular field.27  

The University of Orléans had eight doctors of the law of whom Pierre de 

l’Estoile was by far the most noted, being charged with its exposition. He was esteemed 

the keenest lawyer of all the doctors of France. It was said that Reuchlin, Aleander, and  

Erasmus all taught in this city, but de l’Estoile eclipsed them all. Calvin was to boast of 

his penetration of spirit, his manner of address, his experience in law, of which he 

remains in this epoch the prince, without a peer.28 Calvin took advantage of his rare talent 

and gratefully acknowledged his debt to him. The university itself as a whole was 

strongly tinctured with sympathy for the new religious tendencies. According to a 

tradition, it was at Orléans that the assembly gathered in which the Protestants first 

resolved to celebrate their worship in public, and so it gained the name of “le boulevard 

de calvinisme.”29 

There was at Orléans a man to whom Calvin was deeply indebted as a classical 

scholar. This was Melchior Wolmar, born in 1496 in Rothweil. He was brought up in 

Berne, studied under Berthold Haller, and went to the University of Paris in 1521. There 

he learned Greek under Glareanus and Nicholas Beroaldus, and soon published some 

annotations on two chants of Homer (1523). His studies were crowned with brilliant 

                                                 
27 Breen, John Calvin: A Study in French Humanism (Grand Rapids, MI: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing 
Company, 1931), 41.  
28 Breen, 41. 
29 Hunter, “The Education of Calvin ,” In Articles on Calvin and  Calvinism: A fourteen-volume  anthology 
of scholarly articles, vol. 2 Calvin’s Early Writings and Ministry, edited by Richard C. Gamble. (New 
York/London: Garland Publishing, INC., 1992), 60.  
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success. For three years he taught at Paris, and was procureur of the German “nation.”30 

But the liberty with which he expressed his opinions forced him to leave the Capitol. He 

was in effect a Lutheran. He, therefore, came to the more congenial University of Orléans 

where Calvin made his acquaintance the next year. Wolmar introduced Calvin to the 

mysteries of the Greek language, and did it so well that many years later the student 

acknowledged the excellent work of the master for him, in the Dedication of his 

Commentary on II Corinthians. The theory that Wolmar led him to become a Protestant 

finds no support in the Dedication, for Calvin does not mention a thing about it.31 

According to Breen, the influence of Wolmar must be thought of as classical rather than 

religious.32 However, Hunter points out that a warm friendship sprang up between teacher 

and pupil, based not only on respect for each other’s abilities but also on spiritual 

affinities and religious sympathies.33 What Cordier did for his Latin, Wolmar did for his 

Greek and in part his Hebrew.  

The Influence of the Italian Renaissance 

In the spring of 1529 Calvin and three of his friends were drawn to Bourges by 

the fame of Alciati, an Italian jurisconsult, the great rival of l’Estoile. It is significant that 

Alciati was the only Italian professor Calvin ever had. He brought with him the 

atmosphere of the trans-Alpine Renaissance. The course of instruction given by him was 

something very different from that which Calvin had received at Orléans. Alciati was the 

Cordier of Law, repudiating dry-as-dust study, seeking to breathe the spirit of life into its 

                                                 
30 Breen, John Calvin: A Study in French Humanism (Grand Rapids, MI: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing 
Company, 1931), 42. 
31 Breen, 42.  
32 Breen, 43.  
33 Hunter, “The Education of  Calvin ,” In Articles on Calvin and  Calvinism: A fourteen-volume  anthology 
of scholarly articles, vol. 2 Calvin’s Early Writings and Ministry, edited by Richard C. Gamble. (New 
York/London: Garland Publishing, INC., 1992)  24.  
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abstractions, treating it as an organism whose origins and relationship of parts he 

discussed with the aid of philology and archaeology. The interest thus infused into the 

subject was heightened by the elegant and chaste language of which he was master.34  

Breen states, “if Calvin had read Erasmus, or distantly admired Budé, now he was 

to spend many months in the class-room of one of the most eloquent teachers of the 

century, whose lips dripped with the nectar of ancient Greece and Rome.”35 More than 

nectar were the words of Alciati to this young man. For they revealed that the ancients 

had a sense of ethical values that often exceeded the moralisms of his own age. It is 

difficult to over-estimate the influence of all this on young Calvin. Undoubtedly Alciati 

opened to him the treasures of the Italian humanists. Lefèvre, Budé, Erasmus, and others 

had gone to Italy in person to know the Italian Renaissance at first hand; in the case of 

Calvin and his friends it was brought to them by one of its best exponents.36    

The Royal College (Lecteurs Royaux)  

During his Bourges period Calvin made some trips to Paris. It was on one of these 

(March, 1531) that he published the Antapologia for his friend Duchemin. Scarcely had 

he returned when the sickness of his father recalled him to Noyon. His father’s death 

caused a change in his plan of studies. He decided to give himself to literary and 

philological labors. So he established residence once more in Paris in the summer of 

1531.37  

                                                 
34 Hunter, “The Education of  Calvin ,” In Articles on Calvin and  Calvinism: A fourteen-volume  anthology 
of scholarly articles, vol. 2 Calvin’s Early Writings and Ministry, edited by Richard C. Gamble. (New 
York/London: Garland Publishing, INC., 1992)  23. 
35 Breen, John Calvin: A Study in French Humanism (Grand Rapids, MI: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing 
Company, 1931), 46. 
36 Breen, 47. 
37 Breen, 61. 
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Under the influence of Budé, Cop, and others King Francis I had for some time 

contemplated the establishment of lectureships in Latin, Greek, and Hebrew. This was 

one of the progressive things to do in that age. In March, 1530, the new institution was 

opened. It was a revolutionary act. It substituted liberty for routine, the spirit for the letter. 

No obligatory grades, no tuition, elective courses. There was no separate building, that is, 

no school in the proper sense of the word, nor even fixed chairs, only courses. At the start 

there were two courses in Greek by Pierre Danès and Jacques Toussain, two courses in 

Hebrew by Fronçois Vatable and Agathias Guidacerius, and one in mathematics by 

Oroncius Finé. In 1531 a third professor of Hebrew was added, Paul Paradis.38 Calvin 

was drawn to Danès. At that time Calvin devoted himself to the classical languages and 

literature, among which he above all loved Cicero and Seneca. Calvin studied Hebrew in 

the year 1531-32 with the same zeal that he did Greek and Latin. Breen says, “Compared 

with his interest in the classical languages his interest in Hebrew seems to have been that 

of a dilettante. His mind was set on Greek and Latin philology, and the result was the 

Seneca Commentaries.”39  

 

Influences during the Strasbourg Period 

We turn our eyes here to another important period of Calvin’s career, which is the 

“Strasbourg period.” Calvin began his career as a reformer at Geneva in 1536 with the 

status of Reader in Holy Scripture to the Church in Geneva. Before becoming a preacher, 

then, he was a professor. But he was very soon commissioned to preach sermons and take 

                                                 
38 Breen, John Calvin: A Study in French Humanism (Grand Rapids, MI: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing 
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39 Breen, 64.  
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part in the ecclesiastical organization.40 In 1537, Calvin, together with Farel, confronted 

the Magistracy over the issue of discipline, which was one of the main parts for Calvin’s 

project of reform. The Councils rejected it, reserving to themselves the supervision of 

public morals, holding that this was within the competence of the political authorities.41 

After a number of unfortunate days that finally ended in defeat for him, Calvin 

had no other idea than to return to Basle, and there to resume the studious life he had 

given up against his wishes. He himself recognized his mistakes in Geneva and persuaded 

himself that he was quite unfit for public life. However, Bucer invited him to be involved 

in the reform of Strasbourg in 1538, offering him the pastorate of the French Protestants 

who had taken refuge there. Calvin was forced by God through Bucer to take this 

responsibility. It seems that Calvin enjoyed teaching, preaching, and pastoring the French 

congregation. His gifts flourished there. It is during his Strasbourg period that Calvin 

received one of the most decisive and practical inspirations for his future project for the 

reform of Geneva. Therefore, we shall deal with the two features of Strasbourg that were 

influential for Calvin. 

Martin Bucer 

Calvin tells us in the preface to his Commentary on the Psalms, “I decided to live 

quietly as a private individual. But that most distinguished minister of Christ, Martin 

Bucer, dragged me back again to a new post with the same curse which Farel had used 

against me. Terrified by the example of Jonah which he had set before me, I continued   

                                                 
40 Wendel, 50.  
41 Wendel, Calvin: Origins and Development of His Religious Thought, translated by Philip Mairet. (Baker 
Books: Grand Rapids, MI, 1997), 52.  
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the work of teaching.”42 Urged by Martin Bucer and Wolfgang Capito, Calvin entered the 

pastorate of the French congregation in Strasbourg, and started again working for the 

cause of Protestantism.  

Hastings Eells deals with the question of the relation between Bucer and Calvin 

before the Synod of Bern in 1537 through a careful investigation of the correspondence 

between Bucer and Farel, Bullinger, and Calvin. He denies Bucer’s personal influence 

upon Calvin before the Synod of Bern. Bucer did not exercise any influence on either 

Calvin’s conversion or early spiritual growth.43 

Wilhelm Pauck also deals with the question of the possibility of Bucer’s 

theological influence upon Calvin. He quotes Seeberg’s claim that Bucerianism was the 

preparatory stage for Calvinism. He also introduces Lang’s observation that the most 

significant ideas in Calvin’s theology, namely those on predestination and church 

organization, show a direct influence of Bucer. Pauck continues with Lang’s 

understanding and points out that Calvin deepens the thoughts of the Strasbourg reformer, 

not by including them in a clear and consistent theological system, but by making them 

effective in a successful practical application.44 Calvin also was influenced by St. 

Augustine and Luther when it comes to the doctrine of predestination. Therefore, it 

would be too much to say that Calvin’s doctrine of predestination was born from that of 

                                                 
42 Calvin: Commentaries, translated and edited by Joseph Haroutunian  (Philadelphia: The Westminster 
Press, 1958), 54.  
43 Cf. Hastings Eells, “Martin Bucer and the Conversion of John Calvin,” In Articles on Calvin and  
Calvinism: A fourteen-volume  anthology of scholarly articles, vol. 2 Calvin’s Early Writings and Ministry, 
edited by Richard C. Gamble. (New York/London: Garland Publishing, INC., 1992), 419.  
44 Wilhelm Pauck, “Calvin and Butzer.” In Articles on Calvin and Calvinism: A fourteen-volume  anthology 
of scholarly articles, vol. 2 Calvin’s Early Writings and Ministry, edited by Richard C. Gamble. (New 
York/London: Garland Publishing, INC., 1992), 238. 
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Bucer.45 However, we would not be able to deny in Calvin’s later program of the reform 

in Geneva some significant influence from the movement in Strasbourg by Bucer.  

While in Strasbourg, Calvin was exposed to the full influence of Bucer. He spent 

a highly formative period of his life in the attachment to Bucer. According to Pauck, 

Calvin had many precious experiences in Strasbourg; he deepened his theological views; 

and he made valuable observations of practical church-organization. His views on 

predestination and the Lord’s Supper became more precise. Furthermore, in Strasbourg, 

Calvin was introduced to the idea of a universal Protestantism, for the cause of which he 

worked so enthusiastically and ceaselessly during the last years of his life. It was Bucer 

who called him to Frankfurt and asked to be accompanied by him to the memorable 

religious peace-conference, synods, and disputations of Haguenau and Regensburg in 

1541.46 Through the mediatorship of Bucer, Calvin came into contact with German 

Protestantism and especially with Melanchthon. Calvin was almost another Bucer at that 

time in his interests for the union of the Protestant churches. In many respects, he brought 

to Bucer’s plans at least a partial realization. However, he never became Bucerian in the 

sense of losing himself entirely to his cause. He always refused to attempt a church union 

at any price. He became rather more himself.47 

Pauck cites Pannier who says: “Calvin was, when he left Strasbourg, more 

himself; he was more Calvinistic-and that due to the nearness of Bucer.”48 Whatever he 

took away with him, he had made fully his own. Whether it is baptism, the Lord’s Supper,  

                                                 
45 I. John Hesselink, Calvin’s First Catechism: A Commentary (Louisville, Kentucky: Westminster John 
Knox Press, 1997), 95. 
46 Pauck, “Calvin and Butzer.” In Articles on Calvin and Calvinism: A fourteen-volume  anthology of 
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York/London: Garland Publishing, INC., 1992), 244. 
47 Pauck, 245.  
48 Pauck, 245.  
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predestination and the whole type of theology for which it stands; whether it is the idea 

that the school is the most significant for an effective church-discipline, and the picture of 

the Strasbourg Academy; whether it is the order of worship or church-organization itself, 

and the idea of a united, world-wide Protestant church-he made them all Calvinistic 

when he accepted them for himself and took them to Geneva. What Bucer thought out 

and planned and recommended and inspired in all these respects becomes real through 

the understanding mind and the efficient hands of Calvin.49  

When Calvin returned to Geneva in 1541, he proposed at once to the city-

magistrate a new church organization, and within a few weeks, he had won his case in the 

Ordonnances Ecclésiastiques. Their most characteristic feature is the installment of the 

four offices of pastors, teachers, elders, and deacons. The pastors are combined in the 

Congrégation, later on called the Vénérable Compagnie. The soul of the whole 

organization is not this pastoral group, but the Consistoire, consisting of the ministers and 

the elders. Its task is the execution of church discipline, which it may independently put 

into practice even unto excommunication.50  

In Strasbourg, church discipline was begun in 1531 under the leadership of Jacob 

Sturm as the representative of the magistrate, and was fully constituted in the church 

order of 1534 with the collaboration of Bucer. Three Kirchenpfleger or elders assist the 

pastor of each parish in his work of discipline. All pastors and three of the helpers, who 

take turns in attending the meetings, form the church assembly, convening twice a month. 

Pastors are called in the following way: After having passed an examination, the  

                                                 
49 Pauck, “Calvin and Butzer” In Articles on Calvin and Calvinism: A fourteen-volume  anthology of 
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candidate preaches before the congregation, and the elders of the parish with twelve 

members of the congregation undertake the election, which has to be ratified by the 

magistrate.51   

Bucer devised the theological theory for these institutions. In the Strasbourg 

Catechisms of 1534, 1537, and 1543, in his book “De vera cura animarum” of 1538 and 

especially in his church-order for Hesse, he deduces from I Cor. 12 and Eph. 4 the theory 

of the divinely ordered offices of pastors, presbyters, deacons and also that of the teachers, 

although they became never so prominent as in Geneva.52   

These orders were not fully realized. Bucer could never attain to the full co-

operation of the magistrate. Only in Hesse was he successful. However, Calvin was 

without doubt introduced by Bucer to the Strasbourg system of discipline. From Bucer he 

learned the theory of jus divinum of ecclesiastical offices, especially that of the 

presbyters.53  

Alister E. McGrath rightly points out that by 1541, Calvin had gained 

considerable practical experience in church management and had given much thought to 

the theory of church and civil polity and discipline (in which he was considerably 

influenced by Bucer). The Reformed church and community which had existed only in 

his mind at Geneva in 1538 were now concrete realities. Abstract theory and pure day-

dreaming had given way to practical experience.54  
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Another important factor is his catechisms. Church discipline and catechism 

education were considered by both Bucer and Calvin as the two pillars that sustained a 

church. Without these two no church could stand. The following are I. John Hesselink’s 

careful observations about the relation of Bucer’s and Calvin’s catechisms. I rely on these.  

Calvin came to know Bucer’s 1534 and 1537 Catechisms, which were done in what had 

become the popular question and answer style. Calvin translated part of Bucer’s 1537 

Catechism into French and used it in his congregation. Hence, when Calvin returned to 

Geneva in 1541, he had several models of the dialogical approach which would serve him 

well when he prepared another catechism that would be more suitable for young children. 

This is the Geneva Catechism of 1542, which was translated into Latin in 1545. The 

purpose of the Latin version was much the same as the Latin version of the earlier 1538 

Catechism, viz., to share the faith with other churches.55 Hesselink continues,  

Upon his arrival in Geneva, Calvin insisted on a new church order that would 
require  a better system of discipline and that the city would adopt his new 
catechism, which was completed early in 1542. This Catechism was soon put into 
use both in the  church (on Sunday afternoons) and in the home, where parents 
were urged to teach it  to their children. The minimal expectation was that the 
citizens of Geneva could recite by memory the Apostles’ Creed, the Ten 
Commandments, and the Lord’s Prayer …requirements that most Protestants 
could not meet today!56 

 
Hesselink rightly points out that Calvin’s Catechisms, as well as their abridgements and 

revised versions, in some cases for example, were designed for small children to prepare 

themselves for the Lord’s Supper. The point of the concern in Geneva was to produce the 

educated laity who were well grounded in the new evangelical faith.57 Wendel is correct 

when he writes, “The Catechism of 1542 played a very considerable part in the diffusion 
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of Calvinism.”58 Calvin successfully put the catechism in the church order of Geneva as 

an official refula fidei and a fundamental tool for church education and discipline. The 

close relation of church discipline and catechism was essential for the reform of Geneva. 

However, since Bucer could not achieve the full co-operation of the magistrate, and the 

magistrate never gave away to the church the right of church discipline that could lead to 

excommunication, the position of catechisms in Strasbourg was not as official as in 

Geneva, despite the number of catechisms published and the importance placed by Bucer 

on the discipline and education of the church. The issue of the place and function of 

catechism for Calvin will be discussed in the following chapter. One thing is certain; 

although Calvin already knew the importance of catechism for church discipline before 

he came to Strasbourg and he had put it into practice, his conviction about it became even 

deeper through his experiences in Strasbourg. One could call this one of Bucer’s 

influences on Calvin.  

Calvin sometimes does not hesitate to criticize Bucer when it comes to the truth. 

When Bucer endeavored to facilitate a union between the Swiss and the Wittenbergers on 

the basis of the Wittenberg Concord of 1536, Calvin felt that Bucer was responsible for 

the upheaval at Bern. Bucer reviewed the opinions of Luther and the Swiss from an 

impartial point of view, asserting that he was vitally interested in a church union.59 
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However, he still favored the Swiss in contrast to the Lutherans. Calvin’s note in his 

letter to Bucer is straightforward. Pauck points out that this shows the royal freedom and 

superiority of Calvin, and that the emphasis upon clarity in theological purpose and 

impartiality are characteristic of Calvin in his relationship to Bucer to the end.60  

In conclusion, it is true that Calvin gained much through his experiences with 

Bucer in Strasbourg. However, it does not mean that Calvin could not be Calvin without 

it. Calvin could choose what to learn from Bucer and had his own criteria for his choices. 

Nevertheless, his Strasbourg experiences stimulated him much for the future projects of 

reform in Geneva. Ganoczy is correct when he writes that Bucer played an important role 

in the achievement of Calvin’s religious evolution, and that we could say that it is in the 

new ministry of the French congregation in Strasbourg that the reformer comes to his full 

maturity.61 

John Sturm 

Calvin’s pastoral activities in cooperation with Bucer and other pastors, absorbing 

as they were, did not represent all his preoccupations in Strasbourg. He had hardly 

arrived before he was appointed professor of exegesis at the new college of John Sturm. 

There he expounded first the Gospel of John, and then the Pauline Epistles beginning 

with the Epistles to the Corinthians. He published his lessons on the Epistles to the 

Romans in a Commentary in the winter of 1539-1540. During his stay in Strasbourg, 

Calvin published a new and completely revised edition of his Institutes in 1539, which no 
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longer looked like an elaborated catechism but was now a copious manual of dogmatic 

theology. This was translated into French in 1541. He also published the Little Treatise 

on Holy Communion. It seems that his teaching experience at Sturm’s college encouraged 

the publication of all these works of Calvin. However, what is more important for us here 

is that Calvin received much inspiration from Sturm’s idea of the college and used it later 

in his founding of the Genevan Academy. His life and thought are well worth 

consideration for our study. 

His life 

John Sturm (Johannes Sturm, 1507-89) was born on October 1, 1507 in Schleiden of 

Eifel. His father, Wilhelm Sturm, had fifteen children. Wilhelm was a steward of the 

count Manderscheid. This allowed John to receive an elementary education together with 

the children of the count. During the fifteenth century Brüder vom gemeinsamen Leben 

(the Brethren of the Common Life) had extended their schools from Deventer and the 

Low Countries throughout the regions of Germany, and it was in one of their schools at 

Lüttich that John Sturm began his Latin grammar studies, progressing from there to the 

university at Louvain and thence to Heidelberg where he was influenced by the great 

humanist Jacob Wimpheling (1450-1528), who was at the time a leading humanist of 

Germany, and who held, long before Melanchthon, the title Praeceptor Germaniae. 

Sturm then went to Paris where from 1530 to 1536 he lectured on rhetoric and the 

classics. Upon reading a book written by Martin Bucer in Paris, he had converted to 

Protestantism in 1523.62  
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Sturm had taught classical languages in Paris for six years before being called by 

Bucer to Strasbourg in 1537, where he started a new school after the model of the school 

in Lüttich. He integrated three schools of classical language and two Collegiums that had 

already existed there, and opened it in May 1538 as a Gymnasium. Sturm’s college was 

this Gymnasium, which became the centre of European interest in educational methods.63  

Sturm, as the principal, poured all of himself into leading that school for forty five years. 

His influence reached throughout the European continent. He taught rhetoric and dialectic 

in his late years at the Akademie that was annexed to the Gymnasium. He became a 

Calvinist, and lost his status after his disputes with Lutherans in 1581. However, Karl V 

treated him as a nobleman. He died on March 3, 1589. He was so blessed with the gifts of 

an educator as to be praised as the greatest of the great principals of the sixteenth 

century.64  

His ideas 

In the very first year of the Gymnasium (1538) Sturm set out his theory and method or 

ratio, which is a central term in all his writings, in his De literarum ludis recte aperiendis 

(On the Correct Setting Out of School Studies) which is concerned primarily with a 

‘ready way to the Latin tongue.’ According to this, children at six or seven enter the nine 

year course of the school. Each year had a carefully prescribed educational program. For 

Sturm, the goal of school education was nothing but ‘intelligent and eloquent piety’ 

(sapiens atque eloquens pietas). The purpose of education is to cultivate a wise and 

eloquent piety, piety, in fact, being the end of learning (pietatem finem statuimus 
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studiorum).65 The idea of what education ought to be consisted in unifying humanistic 

linguistics and scholastic learning in the evangelical faith. Each subject had its own 

meaning in comparison with this foundational idea. The purpose of Gymanasium 

education was to bring up cultivated men equipped with an evangelical piety (pietas), 

knowledge (sapientia), and Latin proficiency (eloquentia).  

Instructions were centered on catechism in German for the first three years and in 

Latin for the next three years. The use of German was allowed only in this case and all  

other conversations were to be in Latin. Therefore, the education of ‘sapientia’ and 

‘eloquentia’ was done in Latin from the beginning of the course. It started with the 

learning of the vocabularies for daily conversation and extended to the study of the Latin 

classics such as Virgil, Martialis, Sallustius, Horatius, and Cicero within four years.  

Composition and rhetoric were added from the fourth year. The learning of Greek started 

from the fifth year and continued until graduation. However, Latin weighed more than 

Greek in importance, as the former was in daily use for instruction and conversation, 

whereas the latter was not. In fact, quite a few students left the school with no knowledge 

of Greek. Students in the seventh grade were instructed to act out classical pieces of 

Greek and Latin theater.  

This Schüleraufführungen (school play) gave students opportunities for Latin 

conversation and composition and nurtured their eloquence. Although he faced criticism, 
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he carried out his idea that the school play is an important place for learning classical 

languages.66  

Sturm valued eloquence most in the Gymanasium education. He had a strong 

conviction that since human beings by nature delight more in speaking than in thinking 

and judging, the learning of languages should begin at early ages. He used Cicero as a 

textbook for students. His main concern was that the students learn by heart as many 

words and phrases of Cicero as possible. He believed that they could not only follow the 

master, but reach the same level in writing, interpreting, reciting and eloquence as Athens 

and Rome at their highest.  

It is true that Sturm’s school focused on eloquence in Latin. However, Sturm was 

not the only one to do that. The Gymnasium in general at that time was intended for 

children of the upper class who were intended to become priests, scholars, officers or 

diplomats, for whom a good command of Latin was the primary requirement. One can 

criticize that Sturm’s education never went beyond the imitation of Cicero and so tended 

to be formal and inflexible. This is true also when it comes to the education in knowledge 

(sapientia). Their eyes were fixed upon the forms of language rather than the intent of 

books. Students were trained to pick up and memorize idioms, expressions, and 

metaphors. They used them later to decorate their own essays and speeches.  

Lastly, the education of piety was given more in class than in worship. Instruction 

in religion became a new subject of school education during the Reformation. The task of 

this religious education was to teach the youth the right dogmas. Students were taught 

first to recite the Credo, the Lord’s prayer, the ten commandments, and hymns. They 
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were then given the gospels with grammatical explanations, and finally taught an 

introduction to theology. Every instruction of piety related closely to the church’s 

worship and preaching, and each class was begun with prayer.  

This is all about the education of Sturm’s Gymnasium. Later, this Gymnasium 

became a ten year course and added an ‘Academy,’ with an additional five year program. 

This developed into the University of Strasbourg in 1621. The peak period of this school 

was around 1578. About a thousand students gathered there from eight European 

countries. Graduates became principals and teachers of their respective schools. In 

addition to running the Gymnasium, Sturm wrote books and textbooks to instruct feudal 

lords and educators. His school and textbooks became the model for other schools. Sturm 

started a school by himself in Lauingen, Germany in 1565. His disciples helped establish 

schools in Würtenberg (1559), Braunschweig (1569), and Saxony (1580).67 

Calvin received much inspiration from Sturm for his reforming activities in 

Geneva. One can see significant influence from Sturm in Calvin’s Ordonnances 

Eccléssiastiques (1541) which Calvin drafted right after his arrival in Geneva. In 

comparison to the Ordonnances Eccléssiastiques (1537), Calvin added the explanation 

about the four offices of church order in the Ordonnances Eccléssiastiques (1541). In the 

latter, Calvin newly teaches the necessity of founding a college for the education of the 

young. The learning of languages and humanities are above all given an important place. 

They are considered as the fundamental preparation for theological education.68 It is 
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obvious that this development was due to Calvin’s Strasbourg experiences. He knew and 

worked for Sturm’s school in Strasbourg, and took this experience with him to Geneva.  

In the reform of Geneva, all citizens of the city, from infants to adults could 

receive education under the guidance of pastors. The church took charge of religious 

education based on the new faith, and the school of civil education, as well. The 

establishment of the kingdom of God on earth was the aim based on each citizen’s 

confession of faith. Calvin tried to realize this both through catechetical education at 

church and a renewed school education. This program of reform produced the Academy 

of Geneva together with the college (collège, collegium) in 1559. The ministers, who 

were trained in the Academy of Geneva and dispatched to every corner of the European 

continent, established their colleges after the model of their alma mater and contributed to 

the expansion of Calvin’s educational ideas. They later reached even to North America.  

 

Conclusion 

            Calvin was educated and grew up in the education of humanism. One cannot 

doubt the power of this background throughout his career. However, through his 

conversion to the new faith, his humanism was dramatically transformed. In contrast to 

humanism’s optimistic assessment of nature and culture, he offered an Augustinian 

doctrine of sin. In place of its emphasis on life in this world, he put an understanding of 

the purpose of life as the glorification of God. Wendel is correct when he writes, “Before 
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his conversion he took humanism to be the end itself; after that event it was no more than 

a means; and it has been said of him…’he employs humanism to combat humanism.’”69 

In spite of this marked shift in Calvin’s thought, humanism’s influence continues 

to be evident in his work of reform, especially in the educational institutions and 

practices he realized in Geneva. While scripture and theology now have a far greater 

value than the insights of philosophy, Calvin is willing to use the reforms of humanistic 

education as a means of creating an educated laity and persons competent to lead the 

church and the community.70 We will discuss his educational program in detail in the 

following chapter.  
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Chapter 2: Calvin’s Project of the Reform of Education in Geneva 

 

The Academy of Geneva 

Calvin’s First Attempts for the Reform of Education 

Before Calvin came to Geneva, the state of education in this city had been rather 

feeble. In 1365, the emperor Charles IV had promulgated a bull establishing a Genevan 

university, but the plan was completely abortive. Then in 1429, François de Versonnex, a 

local merchant, endowed a school to be set up under the control of the city council. Even 

this effort, however, was no great success, for not until 1494 was a “grande école” 

erected, nor was it until 1502 that some sort of systematic instruction was instituted. The 

only thing which was taught was Latin, after which one had to go abroad for further 

instruction. Education was not highly valued in the materialistic and dissolute city of 

Geneva.71  

When Calvin started his activities in the city, he was faced with a complete dearth 

of ministerial helpers and a staggering ignorance on the part of the citizens. He was 

convinced that a knowledge of Christian doctrine was fundamental to a vital, effective 

faith and life, and that instruction was Geneva’s greatest need. On the one hand, this 

could be given only if there was available an educated ministry which could continually 

feed the people with sound teachings. On the other hand, in order to have an effective 

ministry there must be an educated people to receive and appreciate the instruction. To 

this latter end Calvin first wrote a catechism for the children. Then he turned to the task 
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of academic training which would make Geneva the great center of Protestant thought for 

the years to come.72 

When Calvin presented his proposed constitution for the citizens of Geneva on 

May 21, 1536 in order to implement his idea, he included plans for a school which all 

children had to attend and in which poor children would be taught free of charge. The 

Collège de la Rive, which was the result of this proposal, took the place of the public 

school which had collapsed in the troubles of the political and ecclesiastical revolution. 

The first principal was Antoine Saunier who was followed  the next year (1537) by 

Calvin’s old teacher Mathurin Cordier. In 1538, final plans were drawn up for a general 

educational system, which was to concentrate at first on reading, writing, arithmetic, 

grammar and religion, and was to reach its culmination in the daily lectures given by 

Guillaume Farel on the Old Testament and Calvin on the New Testament.73 

Unfortunately, however, Calvin, Farel and Cordier were expelled from Geneva in 1538, 

and the cause of education suffered a severe blow which almost brought an end to the 

college, although it was saved, however, by the reformer’s return from Strasbourg in 

1541.  

The Foundation of the Academy 

As soon as Calvin accepted the appeal of the Genevan city council and returned to 

Geneva in September 1541, he began to draft a new set of ecclesiastical ordinances with 

even more specific statements on the subject of education (Les Ordonnances 

Ecclésiastiques, 1541), in cooperation with his ministerial colleagues and a commission 
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of six councilors nominated for the purpose, and accomplished it in twenty days. The 

Articles also had to be submitted for examination by the Small Council, the Two hundred, 

and the General Council. With their revision, alterations, and modifications made, the 

revised draft of the ordinances was passed without opposition on November 20, 1541. 

The new statements on education were evidently the result of Calvin’s experience 

at Strasbourg under the influence of Bucer and Sturm. Next to the ministers in 

importance, the Ordinances stated, were the “doctors” whose responsibility was that of 

lecturing in theology:  

The office proper to doctors is the instruction of the faithful in true doctrine, in 
order that the purity of the Gospel be not corrupted either by ignorance or evil 
opinions. As things are disposed today, we always include under this title aids and 
instructions for maintaining the doctrine of God and defending the Church from 
injury by the fault of pastors and ministers. So to use a more intelligible word, we 
will call this the order of the schools. The degree nearest to the minister and most 
closely joined to the government of the Church is the lecturer in theology, of 
which it will be good to have one in Old Testament and one in New Testament. 
But because it is only possible to profit from such lectures if first one is instructed 
in the languages and humanities, and also because it is necessary to raise offspring 
for time to come, in order not to leave the Church deserted to our children, a 
college should be instituted for instructing to prepare them for the ministry as well 
as for civil government.74 

 
One can see from these statements clearly his intention and the purpose of his 

educational projects. Calvin’s plan of making changes to the Genevan educational system 

was essential to his entire project of reform since Les Ordonnances Ecclésiastiques which 

set out the need for a college to train young people for the ministry and the magistracy. 

Although the Collège de Rive, the Latin school founded by the Genevans after the 1536 

Reformation, would continue to be an institution for secondary education which 
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supervised many elementary schools in Geneva, Calvin’s real intention was to create a 

new institution rather than to make changes in the pre-existing one.  

            However, it took nearly twenty years for the small city of Geneva to realize the 

establishment of the new schools. Partly it was because the impetus for visible change 

came only in the 1550s from the deteriorating state of the buildings of the Collège de 

Rive. Furthermore, prior to 1555 and the victory of Calvin’s supporters in the magistracy 

over his opponents, it was difficult for Calvin to secure the necessary financial and 

administrative co-operation from the magistrates to raise new school buildings. From 

1541 to 1556, there was a continual battle to maintain the Church of Geneva against the 

attacks of Libertines, Romanists and politicians so that little time could be spent 

improving schools. Some tentative plans were made in 1550 for the reorganization of the 

system, but without very much effect, except that the various private elementary schools 

were reduced to four in number and brought under the supervision of the city ministers.75 

It was only in the final years of the 1550s that Calvin’s projects came to realization when 

the political and economic circumstances became ripe for the establishment of the 

Genevan Academy.76  

It would appear that the final stimulus to action was Calvin’s visit to Strasbourg in 

1557. By that time the city was under the control of Lutherans so that as far as the 

government was concerned he was not welcome. But John Sturm and the city’s educators 

were of another opinion, with the result that, although prohibited from speaking publicly, 

Calvin was given a university reception and seems to have spent much of his time 
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discussing educational problems with his former colleagues. It was the development and 

expansion of the Strasbourg educational institutions during the preceding twenty years 

which finally moved him to push for the establishment of the university at Geneva.77 

According to Maag, Calvin’s principal motive may have been to establish a model 

institution for the training of a learned ministeriat. However, the motivating force for 

many native Genevans was to improve local educational provision at all levels and to use 

the public resources available. The ministers’ different imperatives were most marked in 

their primary areas of influence, the statutes and curriculum, both of which placed a 

particular stress on religious training. The tensions evident in these conflicting goals 

continued throughout the first decades of the Academy’s history.78  

It is helpful here to define some terminology. The Academy of Geneva consisted 

of two distinct yet interconnected parts: the lower-level Latin school, known as the schola 

privata and the upper level, the schola publica, which is more commonly regarded as the 

Academy proper. The registers of the small council refer to the entire institution as the 

escole, the collège, or more rarely as the académie. In order to minimize confusion and to 

be as faithful as possible to the original intentions of the Academy’s creators, the Latin 

terms schola publica and schola privata will be used for each component part, and the 

term ‘Academy of Geneva’ will refer to the whole.79 

Although the official inauguration of the Academy took place on June 5, 1559, 

the buildings of the Academy were only completed in 1562 because of delays in the 
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provision of construction materials at various times. The regents had already begun to 

teach their classes in the schola privata in 1558 as soon as some parts of the buildings 

were finished without the completion of the whole. The chief cost of the new Academy 

was that of the buildings. About 53000 florins were disbursed by the Genevan civil 

authorities in the first two and half years of construction. The annual budget of the city of 

Geneva in 1559 was approximately 200,000 florins. The treasury disbursed 18 per cent of 

its annual budget in 1559 for the construction of the Academy’s new buildings. However, 

the money came from an extraordinary source, namely, from the sale of the Perrinist 

exiles’ estates. The Perrinists were the followers of a Genevan Ami Perrin. They were 

opposed to Calvin and French ministers, immigrants and refugees in general, and had 

been forced to flee the city in 1555 after their part in a night-time disturbance in Geneva 

on 16 May. The Perrinists had been magistrates and families of some substance, so the 

sale of their property brought in sufficient funds to cover the ongoing building costs.80  

The Genevan treasury was not the only source of funds for the Academy. On 9 

September, 1559, the small council decided to call together all of the city’s notaries, to 

order them to exhort all those making wills to leave a legacy to the Academy. Other 

Genevans made donations to the Academy’s funds, while certain fines were also paid 

directly to the Academy, rather than to the treasury. The legacies, gifts, and fines were 

recorded in a register detailing the name of the giver, sometimes his or her status or 

profession, and the amount promised as a legacy or donation.  

Those leaving money to the Academy were in most cases members of the 

wealthier section of Genevan society. Only three habitants (people living in Geneva 
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without voting privileges) are listed as givers in the first four years, as compared with 20 

bourgeois and 11 citizens. As for the donors’ professions, the register records printers, 

merchants, medical doctors, syndics and councillors, ministers and professors, and 

students. The presence of a number of citizens among the donors would indicate that the 

Academy was regarded as a Genevan institution which provided education for its own 

sons, and that Calvin’s educational projects were understood to be good for Geneva and 

worthy of support.81  

Parallel to the search for funds and to the construction of the necessary buildings, 

Calvin needed to find teaching staff for the Academy. When Calvin first arrived and 

helped Farel with the reform of Geneva, he invited his former teacher Mathurin Cordier 

in 1537 to teach at the Collège de Rive which was led by the pastor Antoine Saunier. But, 

seeing Calvin and Farel deported, Cordier and Saunier also left Geneva. The Collège de 

Rive was then almost closed. However, when Calvin started the reform of Geneva again 

in 1541, he first attempted to recall Cordier. Calvin wrote to Farel, “The reform of school 

depends on his arrival.” But, the council of Neuchâtel did not let go this efficient 

educator. Cordier sent to Calvin a minute plan of school education and introduced his old 

friend who would replace him. But his friend did not come to Geneva, either. For lack of 

an alternative, Sébastien Castellio (1515-63), who used to board at Calvin’s house in 

Strasbourg, was invited to replace Cordier. Castellio was a distinguished man in the 

knowledge of classics and the humanities, but soon antagonized Calvin and the pastors of 

the city. He then was expelled from the city in 1544. The school began to decline. Calvin 

continued writing invitations to Cordier who finally came to Geneva in 1557.  
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In the autumn of 1558 Calvin located a candidate for the chair of Greek, Théodore 

de Bèze (Theodore Beza), a young French nobleman who had been teaching in the 

Academy of Lausanne. Beza was also called to Geneva as a minister and approved as 

such by the small council on 24 November 1558. He then began to assist Calvin in the 

teaching of theology rather than Greek.  

Geneva still struggled to find other capable professors and teachers. However, a 

windfall came from an unexpected source. The other teaching staff of the Academy of 

Lausanne joined Beza in Geneva, together with a number of students and most of the 

Lausanne ministers, after a rupture between the ministers and the Lausanne town council. 

The latter imposed on the former the ordinances and practices of their Bernese overlords 

regarding consistorial discipline and the administration of the Lord’s Supper, which the 

ministers refused to follow.82 Leading professors such as Jean Ribit, J.-R. Merlin, Jean 

Tagaud, and François Béraud, who were all French and Reformed, together with the 

Swiss Pierre Viret, joined the reform of Geneva. This was a crucial development. Geneva 

was temporarily blessed with a lot of talent.  

Although the buildings of the new academy were still under way, sufficient funds 

and personnel being found to cover its early operation, the Academy of Geneva was 

officially inaugurated. On Monday 5 June, 1559, in the main church of Saint Pierre in the 

presence of ordinary Genevans, pupils, students, magistrates and ministers, the Academy 

was publicly launched. After a prayer by Calvin, Michel Roset, the secretary of the small 

council, read the statutes and ordinances (L’Ordre des escoles de Genève) and its 
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confession of faith.83 Then, Théodore de Bèze (Beza), who had been appointed as the 

first rector of the Academy, gave the inauguration address in Latin.84 After he had spoken, 

Calvin gave a speech, though in a few words as usual, but solemnly, and gave thanks to 

God, the author of this benefit. He then asked all the students to recognize such an 

excellent grace of God, and thanked the councilors, syndics, and the Honorable Lords for 

their good will on behalf of all the school. Finally, he thanked all the people present, and 

exhorted each teacher and professor to do his duty in using this blessing. He closed this 

glorious day by the thanksgiving and prayer that it would please God to spread his 

blessing over the work that He had begun there.85  

The Program of the Academy 

The Order of the College of Geneva (L’Ordre des escoles de Genève), which 

Calvin himself is thought to have written, describes the administrative organization and 

curriculum of the school and shows the unique way the Academy attempted to bring 

together a Reformed emphasis on knowledge of God as the true source of all wisdom and 

an appreciation of the insights of humanistic educational reform which were seen in 

Calvin’s previous educational projects such as Sturm’s college in Strasbourg.  

Beza’s inauguration address 

In his inauguration address, Beza outlined both the shape of education in the past 

and the role of education in the contemporary context. He described all knowledge, 

whether of sacred or secular subjects, as stemming from God, rejecting the arguments of 

those who saw a division between sacred and profane learning. Beza took examples from 

the Old Testament and portrayed the patriarchs, Moses, Solomon, and Daniel, as men of 
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learning. He also turned to the ancient Greeks and their academies, and to Charlemagne, 

steering clear of an obscurantist perspective which would have condemned non-

theological studies to the realm of the profane and useless.86 In his inauguration address 

lies the essence of Beza’s idea of education. It shows clearly his fundamental 

understanding and philosophy about education that, we can be sure with good reason, 

Calvin himself had in common with him. The following are the five important points of 

his address. 

1. Human beings come to this world with reason and understanding, but need to 

be guided by God himself and a community of learning. 

Beza places his understanding about human beings on the primary basis of his 

idea of education. He says, “Human beings come to this world with reason and 

understanding,” and he quotes from Aristotle a saying that human beings are not born 

savants or scholars, much less given the knowledge of the things that they need to act 

rightly in this life, but only lack skill to understand them.87 Beza continues, saying, 

Therefore, there needs to be some means to guide people to acquire knowledge 
and intelligence that they do not have by nature. Similarly, people of the better 
spirit and the more excellent need to be handled and cultivated, or led and molded 
by good nourishment and careful instruction, as the most fertile soils need to be 
labored. And, since the course of the human life is too brief to observe these 
things, however excellent spirit he has, or however diligent he is. Therefore, it is 
necessary that God himself arouse and encourage certain people of excellent 
spirits, even if they have admirable gift and virtue to create, observe, and put in 
appropriate order, that is to say, the art of all good things. Thus speaking, I mean 
those who were the first to enlighten the arts and science, who are all included 
under the name of Philosophy. However, what would these sciences be used for, 
if there is no one who teaches and who learns them? These are like the parts and 
diverse pieces that, being brought together, compose the Republic of the schools. 
This is what I promised to speak about. These things being so, these assemblies of 
schools were not at all something that had been put up by chance without reason 
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throughout centuries, but by a special grace of God the usefulness of the schools 
has always been acknowledged by the ancients, and by means of which a very 
beautiful and happy change happened. That is to say, people who were stupid like 
a piece of wood, and rude like beasts got transformed into humans having reason 
and intelligence.88 

 
For Beza, human beings, though given reason and understanding, are so stupid 

and rude that they do not possess the knowledge and wisdom to live rightly if they are not 

taught. They need to be guided above all by the Lord our God into proper learning. Also, 

God has used schools with His special blessing as a means to educate humans.  

2. The image of God is restored through faith by the grace of God. 

Beza shows here again his understanding about humans. He mentions the image 

of God as once lost, but able to be restored. This echoes perfectly Calvin’s idea of the 

image of God.   

From the beginning of the world, the households of the Patriarchs have been 
schools of good, true, and sure instruction where the image of God, although it 
was removed from humans by Adam’s sin, is renewed through their faith joined 
also to a singular grace of God, which enriched them with all the excellent gifts, 
and illumined them so much that all who went to that school would come home 
more instructed and trained than before.89 

 
3. The fathers of faith in the Old Testament such as Moses, Solomon and Daniel 

also learned from the pagan arts and wisdom. Therefore, there is no subject that should be 

rejected as profane.  

One could see here the most characteristic feature of the idea of the Academy. 

Beza takes the examples of Moses, Solomon and Daniel as the fathers of faith in the 

house of God who learned the arts and wisdom of the peoples outside the covenant of 

God with Israel. One could attribute his appreciation of the pagan wisdom to his 

Renaissance humanist background. However, this is more likely to be based on a deep 
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understanding and faith in the doctrine of creation. He claims that there are no subjects 

that are profane and useless if we see who is their author. Beza continues,  

We know how it is said about Moses among the other titles, “he was well 
instructed in all the wisdom of the Egyptians.”90 And, it is certain that the true 
philosophy and its exercise were brought from Egypt to Greece. It also speaks 
about the great knowledge of Solomon and Daniel, and their erudition in all 
subjects, which some, though wrongly to my mind, call profane matters. If one 
considers who is the author of these subjects, that is, the most-merciful and 
almighty God, or what is their legitimate use, there is nothing in these subjects 
that is not sacred or right. Therefore, it is likely that the assemblies of the 
Prophets were also schools.91 
 
4. Non-theological studies can serve the study of religion. We see the light of 

truth even in the darkness of the profane knowledge to some extent. God uses this 

knowledge to keep human society and the nations so that He collects his Church from 

them in his time. 

Beza goes so far as to say:  

However, as long as time could permit, and as long as necessity required, the 
studies of the other matters flourished as well. The knowledge of the other matters 
comes as accessories to be joined to the study of religion. As for the pagans, 
mainly Greeks, although these benefits of God were wickedly profaned among 
them, when we see, however, that in this thick darkness the light of truth still 
remains to some extent without being extinguished, and that human society is 
conserved among them, and that the nations have not been undone or destroyed at 
all one against the other, we know that God had determined to collect his Church 
in his time.92 

 
Beza indicates that non-theological studies were, as it were, a complement to the 

study of religion. He affirmed the value of non-theological subjects, but at the same time 

these played a subordinate role in the hierarchy of learning.93 This shows as well the 

characteristic feature of the educational philosophy of the Genevan Academy. On this 
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basis stands the meaning and purpose of all its curricula. The Academy consists of two 

parts, that is to say, schola privata and schola publica. The former puts a high emphasis 

on the learning of Greek and Latin through the works of the various ancient classics. That 

is meant to provide pupils with the necessary knowledge which is basic but of high 

quality for their future work in the world. Moreover, this basic training was the best 

preparation for theological study in schola publica for the students who wished to go into 

the ministry. Beza believed, as well as Calvin, that the ministers who were equipped with 

this basic training could be better instruments of God who communicated the Gospel to 

the world. On the other hand, the schola publica was not designed only for the future 

ministers. Beza made efforts after Calvin’s death to introduce the courses of law and 

medicine.94 It is unquestionable that Beza considered basic education as necessary and 

important for the students to be successful and to serve better in the judicial or medical 

fields. 

5. Learning true religion and all sciences for the glory of God and the service of 

one’s own homeland.  

For Beza and the Genevan Academy, learning was not meant as an end itself. It 

was rather to be applied along with the knowledge of the true faith in pursuit of virtue 

and the service of church and state.95 Beza proclaimed:  

You have not come here as most of the Greeks of old went to their gymnasia to 
watch vain wrestling matches. Instead, prepared by the knowledge of the true 
religion and all sciences, you can contribute to the glory of God and become the 
honour of your homeland and support of your family. Remember always that you 
will have to account for your service in this holy militia before the supreme 
commander.96 
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Maag points out clearly the purpose and the raison d’être of the Academy of 

Geneva. According to her, the tenor of Beza’s inaugural address indicated that the 

Academy was not meant as a place where one would merely acquire a good education. 

Instead, the Academy was to provide goal-oriented training, with an especial, although 

not exclusive, focus on theology and on the mission which the students were called to 

fulfill, both as ministers and as laymen in the Calvinist world.97 

The Statutes of the Academy of Geneva 

Probably the most important part of the inauguration ceremony was the reading of 

the statutes and regulations. There is little doubt that their author was Calvin himself. He 

was responsible for all the enterprises of founding the Academy, and wrote, in the 

fullness of his experience, the plan for this institution, the project that he had committed 

himself to so much.98  

The basic organizational principle of the institution was its division into two parts. 

The one was the schola privata teaching up to about sixteen years, and the other the 

schola publica which was to give university training, although this had the strong 

character of a seminary at the beginning.  

The Schola privata was also called collège. This was the reorganization of the 

collège that existed previously and corresponded to secondary education. The collège had 

1200 students and the seminary 300 in 1564. The following are the rules and regulations 

of the Academy.99 
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1. The Rector (Recteur) shall be chosen by the company of ministers and 

professors and should be elected unanimously by them. The most satisfactory person, 

endowed with the fear of God and wisdom, shall be chosen. Having been presented to the 

Council, he is to be given office by their authority. His office is to be superintendent over 

the whole school, to correct the principal, teachers and professors when he sees them 

nonchalant, and to moderate the disputes that could arise among teachers and the others 

involved in education. If he needs a higher authority, he should put it to the decision of 

the ministers of the Word except cases belonging to the magistrate.100 This office shall be 

for two years, after which a successor shall be elected or the incumbent shall be 

continued in his office.  

2. The principal (Principal) of the collège should be chosen and nominated in the 

same manner and should be a person fearing God and of understanding, above all of a 

kindly spirit and not at all of a rude or harsh disposition in order that he would be a good 

example to students in all his life and bear quietly the difficulties and problems of his 

charge. His office is also to instruct and direct the class, to keep his eyes on the behavior 

and diligence of his colleagues, to encourage the backward students, to preside over the 

corrections that are held in the gathering hall, and to see to it that the bell sound at the 

proper hours, and that classrooms are kept tidy. The other teachers were not allowed to 

do anything new without permission of the principal. He should report to the Rector all 

the difficulties which may arise.101  

3. Teachers (Regens, Regents) were elected by the ministers of the Word of God 

and the professors. Those elected should present themselves to the Syndics and the 
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councilors (Messieurs les Syndiques et Conseil) to be accepted and confirmed according 

to their good pleasure. 

Each Regent should come to each classroom ahead of time and have a moderate 

gravity in all their countenance, that they shall make no aspersions on the authors of the 

texts that they are expounding, but that they shall explain faithfully what the authors say. 

They should keep children in silence in classrooms, and especially teach them to love 

God and hate vices. Regents should maintain among themselves a mutual concord that is 

truly Christian and should not interfere with each other’s lessons.102 If there should 

happen to develop some difference, they are to go to the Rector of the Collège and they 

shall in a Christian manner state their case. 

4. Students (escoliers) should be divided by the principal and the teachers into 

four groups, not according to the classes, but according to the areas where they live. 

There were three or four different churches in the city of Geneva that received the 

students of the collège. There should be one teacher for each group, who leads the group 

at a church according to the area. In each church, there should be a certain place assigned 

for students, which no one else can occupy. Every student should come to church in good 

time, that is to say, attend the morning sermon on Wednesdays, both the morning and 

afternoon sermons, and Catechism on Sundays. They have to listen to the sermon 

carefully and with reverence.103  

There should also be assigned to each church a teacher who takes care of the 

group, calls the roll, and make sure students listen to the Word of God. If he finds any 
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who are nonchalant to the sermon, he should punish the student the following morning in 

public in the collège.104  

The students should come to school, Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, and Friday, at 

six o’clock in the morning during the summer, and at seven during the winter. Each class, 

being assembled in its room, begins with the prayer that is made especially for them in 

the Catechism. Students should say it in turn devoutly. After this, students should be 

called according to the roll. If there are some absentees or some coming too late, the 

teacher should know the reason so as to forgive them: or if they have failed, to chastise 

them gently. Especially, lies should be punished in this place.105  

Students should be instructed in summer from six through seven thirty in the 

morning and then have half an hour for breakfast, without making any noise and with 

prayers. After the breakfast, they should be taught until nine o’clock. In winter, they 

should be instructed from seven through nine in the morning. There is no break for 

breakfast. Students should eat a light meal while reading the textbook at the same time. 

At the end of the morning class, each student takes his turn to recite the Lord’s Prayer in 

each class, with a short prayer of gratitude. After this, students should be conducted to 

their houses by two teachers.106  

Students should return to the collège, both in winter and summer, after lunch at 

eleven o’clock (in the morning), and practice singing Psalms until noon. They have a 

class from noon to one. And then, after praying to God, they use one hour to have an 

afternoon snack without noise and to prepare their next lessons. The class resumes from 

two to four o’clock. After this all students gather in the common hall. And if some public 
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chastisements for notable offences are necessary, they should be done with moderate 

gravity with the principal and the teachers present, who should also give some 

admonitions if necessary. Finally, after students recite in French the Lord’s Prayer, the 

Confession of faith, and the Ten commandments, the principal blesses the students in the 

name of God and then students go home.  

There is no class on Wednesdays. Students go to listen to the sermon at church. 

After lunch, from eleven to noon, they ask their questions. They have a break until three 

o’clock. From three to four, twice a month, the students of the first class (the most 

advanced one) should present the recitations in the common Assembly of the Collège. On 

alternate Wednesdays, the Regents shall give some time in good composition, the 

composition of each being turned in and corrected on the following day.  

On Saturday students shall repeat the week’s work during the morning period. 

After midday they shall debate for an hour and then have a recess till three o’clock. From 

three to four, except in the first and second classes to whom the other assignments for the 

next class shall be given, they shall recite what is going to be dealt with the following day 

in Catechism, and the meaning of it is to be explained clearly according to the scholar’s 

capacity. They shall then be dismissed.  

Sunday shall be employed in hearing, meditating upon and recording the sermons. 

The week before the Lord’s Supper some of the ministers of the Word shall give a short 

explanation of the The Lord’s Supper in the Common Hall, exhorting the auditors to the 

fear of God and concord. 
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The Curriculum of the Academy 

The Collège consisted of seven grades. In the seventh grade (the lowest class) 

students were taught French and Latin alphabets, syllables and pronunciation. It also used 

an interlinear catechism in French and Latin. Pupils were encouraged to write in Latin. In 

the sixth grade, they were taught Latin grammar and the Lord’s Prayer in detail both in 

French and Latin. Students also learned simple composition and speaking in Latin. The 

fifth grade continued the exposition of Lord’s Prayer and were taught Latin syntax 

through Vergilius’ ‘Eclogae.’ The fourth grade completed the Latin syntax and were 

taught short letters of Cicero. Students were trained to imitate Cicero’s writing style. 

They also learned rules of syllables through reading the works of Latin writers such as 

Ovid and others. This class started learning basic Greek. The third grade students were 

taught advanced grammar of Greek, and students had to come to the level of mastering 

both Latin and Greek and using them with ease. This class dealt with textbooks of Cicero, 

Seneca, Vergilius, Isokrates and so on. The second grade students were taught history 

through texts in Latin such as Titus Livius, and Greek Xenophon, Polybios, Herodots. 

Students read the poet Homer and learned the basic art of speaking, propositions and 

figures of discussion. Cicero’s Paradoxa Stoicorum and Orationes were also their 

textbooks. This class also started reading the Gospel of Luke in Greek on Saturdays. The 

first grade were taught dialectic and rhetoric through Cicero, Demosthenes, Homer, and 

Vergil. Students learned to polish their own writing style and had to make a presentation 

on Wednesday afternoons. They also read the Apostles’ epistles in Greek.  

Each year at the end of April, the classes were to be given a topic in French upon 

which they were to write an essay according to their capacities. That having been 
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completed, they were then to translate it into Latin. When the essays had all been 

corrected by the rector and the other public professors, promotions were made and prizes 

given to the two best students in each class.107  

There was close supervision and a great emphasis upon the importance of 

adjusting the subject and method of teaching to the age and capacity of the pupils. 

Careful explanation of the text under consideration, without attacks upon the authors or 

their ideas, was required of each regent. There was to be constant recitation and writing 

essays, so that, in line with the views of Francis Bacon, the pupils might be both full and 

exact men. Every effort was made to ensure that they would graduate into the university 

with the largest possible amount of knowledge and the greatest possible facility in its use. 

This well-disciplined training was to be the basis for the freer life of the university 

student. Unlike most educational institutions of the time, the Genevan Academy insisted 

upon a thorough knowledge of both Latin and French, the vernacular being held in as 

high honor as the classical tongue.108 

The method of conducting the schola publica or university was somewhat 

different from that of the collège. For one thing there was no regular system of set classes 

conducted in a classroom manner. Instead, each week, twenty-seven hours of public 

lectures, which anyone could attend, were given by the public professors. The lectures 

lasted for an hour and were held both morning and afternoon at specified times. Calvin, 

while linking the scola privata and the schola publica together, still desired that they 

should be administered in very different ways. There was little regulation of the schola 
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publica student. All he had to do was to register, sign the Confession of Faith and attend 

lectures. From that point on he was very much on his own, having to prepare his work 

and do his studying by himself or with his fellow students.109  

In one sense, the schola publica was a continuation of the schola privata. The 

classics still occupied a large part of the student’s attention, but now not so much because 

of their form as by virtue of their content. However, arts and theology were also added to 

the curriculum. These were to be the means of coming to know God through general and 

special revelation, in order that the students might be properly instructed to serve God in 

true piety in this life, and to be prepared for the life which is to come. The schola publica 

in this way had a more directly practical, and at the same time wider, outlook, for it was 

to train students to assume their responsibilities in both church and civil government.110   

The public professor of Arts had as his responsibility the teaching of physical 

science and mathematics, three hours a week. Calvin believed that physical science 

should be taught simply because nature was God’s vesture in which He continually 

reveals Himself to all men everywhere. Stressing the idea of creation he held that man 

should investigate and study nature in order to understand its Maker. This point of view 

was in conflict both with that of scholasticism, which taught that the physical world was 

merely a lower stage in the long “chain of being” which extended upward to the 

“unmoved mover,” God, and also with that of the Renaissance, which was usually 
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pantheistic. For Calvin, the study of nature was a responsibility given by God to be 

carried out in the light of His Word.111  

The professor of Arts dealt in the afternoon with advanced rhetoric. Taking 

Aristotle as his text and Cicero as his example, he expounded the laws and practice of 

preaching and legal pleading. The basic requirement of a minister was that he should 

preach and of a lawyer or civil administrator that he should plead. Therefore, this was one 

of the most practical courses of lectures offered in the eyes of Calvin and his disciples.112  

The professor of Hebrew was to devote his morning lecture to an exposition of some Old 

Testament book with the aid of Hebrew commentaries. Reid asserts that Calvin obviously 

hoped that Geneva would become a center for Hebrew studies, for his specific mention of 

Hebrew commentaries showed that he was interested in having all the latest advances in 

the study of the Old Testament incorporated into the curriculum.113  

Contrarily, the professor of Greek did not deal with the New Testament in his 

class. The New Testament exposition was left to the professor of Theology. The Greek 

professor was to expound various books on ethics. The authors suggested were Aristotle, 

Plato, Plutarch, or some Christian philosopher. The afternoon lecture was to be devoted 

to the study of a Greek poet, orator or historian, always choosing the purest. One sees 

very clearly the humanist in Calvin as well as an indication of his attitude towards the 

knowledge and learning of the non-Christian world.114 Calvin and Beza took turns in 

alternate weeks to lecture on the New Testament, that is, Theology. They fulfilled the 
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duties of professors of theology without ever having titles or a salary. Calvin’s lectures 

became later part of his commentaries. It is well to remember that even in these lectures 

both Calvin and Beza followed the latest methods of exegesis. Adopting the grammatico-

historical technique of such men as Lorenzo Valla, Lefèvre d’Étaples and others, they 

eschewed all medieval fanciful and so-called “spiritual” interpretations in their endeavor 

to gain a knowledge of what the Scriptures actually taught. It was in this way that they 

laid the foundations for true Reformed exegesis.115  

For further practical training, the students were to put into use what they had 

learned in the lectures by way of writing an exegesis on a certain Scripture passage each 

month. Every Saturday afternoon those registered in theology were to spend an hour 

under the supervision of the ministers to prepare for submitting a proposition in theology 

“neither curious, nor sophistical nor containing false doctrine” to the professor of 

Theology before whom they were to sustain it against all comers.116  

Doctrinal Conformity in the Academy 

As we have seen in the statutes of the schola privata, the pupils had to attend the 

services held in the local churches both for the Wednesday sermon and the two Sunday 

services. Moreover, each class was opened with a prayer provided in the Catechism and 

school was closed with the recitation of the Lord’s Prayer, the Confession of Faith and 

the Ten Commandments. On Wednesday after the sermon an hour was to be spent 

singing psalms. Thus, as far as possible, the children were constantly kept in the Christian 

faith.  
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As for the students attending the lectures at schola publica, the statutes made no 

mention of mandatory church attendance. However, there was no doctrinal laxity, as each 

student had to subscribe to a lengthy confession of faith, and by agreeing to it the 

students reinforced the confessional nature of the Academy, since assent to the 

confession was one of the conditions for matriculation. They had to declare that they 

would hold to the doctrine of the Genevan church as contained in its catechism, that they 

would accept its discipline and would reject sects.117 The various sections of the 

confession of faith constitute a condensed body of doctrine, including sections on the 

nature of God, creation, original sin, the saving role of Christ, grace, justification, the 

place of Scripture, that of ministers, the sacraments of baptism and the Lord’s Supper, 

and finally, the respect and obedience due to civil authorities. The confession of faith of 

the schola publica formally rejected the beliefs and practices of both Catholicism and 

Anabaptism. It did not explicitly repudiate Lutheran doctrine, but the section on the 

Lord’s Supper of this confession of faith left no room for a Lutheran understanding of the 

sacrament. Through this statement of belief, the Genevan company of pastors hoped to 

ensure doctrinal conformity among its students. This demonstrates that the schola publica 

was close to a seminary model.118  

The Governing Principles of the Academy 

The education of the Genevan Academy was in many ways typically humanistic. 

For one thing it gave no little emphasis to rhetoric and elegance of expression. For 

instance, the laws of the first grade class reads, “The use of all precepts should be 
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continually and carefully demonstrated and pointed out in the most artificial orations of 

Cicero,” and “The children are diligently to exercise their style.”119  

At the heart of the Renaissance’s educational reform was the classical ideal of the 

orator-statesman. Grammar, composition, the study of foreign languages (especially Latin 

and Greek), the study of history (especially classical history) were seen as enabling 

eloquent, persuasive, and morally enriching rhetoric. Rhetoric was viewed as inherently 

moral discipline, focusing on the art of persuading one’s contemporaries to moral truths 

with a view to the harmonious conduct of civil life. Education was to expose persons to 

the best models available, with emphasis placed not on individual creativity but on the 

imitation of higher standards which were viewed as authoritative. Classical culture was 

looked to as providing these models in writing and in speaking. The outstanding authors 

of Greece and Rome, therefore, should be read and studied. It is little wonder that 

humanism made a lasting impression on Calvin who experienced the best humanistic 

education of the time.120 Calvin transformed his humanism after his conversion. He then 

came to use his humanism, whose emphasis was originally on life in this world, for the 

glorification of God. François Wendel’s well-known remark on this matter is still 

relevant as he writes, “Before his conversion he took humanism to the end in itself; after 

that event it was no more than a means; and as it has been said of him…’He employs 

humanism to combat humanism.’” This is quite in line with Calvin’s comment on I 

Corinthians 1: 17 where he teaches concerning oratory:  

It were quite unreasonable to suppose, that Paul would utterly condemn these arts 
which, it is manifest, are excellent gifts of God, and serve as instruments, as it 
were, to assist men in the accomplishment of important purposes. As for those 
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arts, then, that have nothing of superstition, but contain solid learning, and are 
founded on just principles, as they are useful and suited to the common 
transactions of human life, so there can be no doubt that they have come forth 
from the Holy Spirit; and the advantage which is derived and experienced from 
them, ought to be ascribed exclusively to God.121 

 
Another typically humanistic characteristic of the Academy’s curriculum is its great 

emphasis upon the ancients, the only modern work used being the Latin-French 

Catechism. “The ancients,” for Calvin, includes not only the Christian Fathers but also, 

the pagan writers who were the authorities in matters of language and expression. 

However, while Calvin’s humanism was apparent in the program of the Academy, it must 

be kept clear that he was definitely not a humanist in his interpretation of the origins and 

source of man’s capacity. He held that all the arts were the gift of God. Calvin asserts that 

the arts and sciences should be appreciated and used, unless one sees them in the light of 

Christ they are as smoke, for they are not properly understood nor interpreted since all 

these things are for the purpose of bringing men to God, and goes so far as to say, “man, 

with all his acuteness, is as stupid for obtaining of himself a knowledge of the mysteries 

of God, as an ass is unqualified for understanding musical harmonies.”122 For Calvin, 

these arts and sciences discovered by man were not to be used for the glorification and 

praise of the human genius, but for the glory of God. Therefore, the liberal arts and 

sciences which have descended from heathen are not to be condemned, but employed 

properly to bring men to a true knowledge of the sovereign God.123  

However, the true knowledge of God could not be found in nature and the liberal 

arts and sciences, unless man, his eyes opened by the Holy Spirit, first saw God revealed 
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to him in the Scriptures. Therefore, the understanding of the Scriptures is man’s ultimate 

goal in life. Such things as philosophy, science and eloquence had as their ultimate 

purpose man’s deeper comprehension of that which God says through the Scriptures.124 

For this reason, the Scriptures were to be considered as the crown and the rule of 

the Academy. While Greek and Roman writers and philosophers had by divine grace 

come to know much concerning this world, they could never lead to a true, saving 

knowledge of God. That was to be found in special revelation alone. One would, 

therefore, find in the Scriptures only the true wisdom and knowledge which give the 

proper interpretation of the whole universe, even of the pagan philosophers. Moreover, 

the Scriptures would also give a good understanding of rhetoric and eloquence, for they 

manifested the eloquence of the Holy Spirit directed not merely to the intelligentia, but 

also to the common folk, in order that all men should come to know something of the 

glory of the Triune God.125  

This position is the very foundation on which lie Calvin’s whole plan and purpose 

in his making and leading the Genevan Academy. He insisted that man, because of his 

sinfulness, could not come by any human means to a true knowledge of God nor of the 

universe which God had created and in which man lives, and that the only hope for man 

was regeneration whereby he could grasp the meaning of God’s revelation in the 

Scriptures. For Calvin, even a knowledge of the Scriptures is useless until God touches 

man’s heart. But when God takes action, man then comes to faith, seeing all things sub 

specie aeternitatis.  This would be the reason for Calvin’s insistence that the students in 
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schola publica should sign the Confession of Faith since true knowledge is ultimately 

nothing but the gift of God.  

To sum up Calvin’s view of education as it is revealed to us in the Ordre du 

Collège de Genève, the basic objective of founding the Academy was the inculcation of 

the knowledge of God and His works for Christian service. This knowledge was to come 

by two media. One was history and nature, represented by the thought of the ancients and 

by natural science, which are, however, completely inadequate apart from the Scriptures 

of the Old and New Testaments being read with the illumination of the Holy Spirit. 

Applying this knowledge in the continual service of God glorifies Him who is the creator, 

sustainer and redeemer, man’s highest objective in life.126 With much greater stress on 

scripture and theology than on the insights of philosophy, Calvin was willing to use the 

reforms of humanistic education as a means of creating an educated laity and persons 

competent to lead the church and community.127 

Calvin’s success was very soon manifest in the large number of students who 

were attracted by the new foundation. From all over western Europe they flocked to 

Geneva to be trained under Calvin and his successors. Those who graduated went forth to 

teach or lead others, the result being that Calvinism came to dominate most of the 

thinking of northwestern Europe and was carried by the Dutch, the English, the Scots, the 

Germans and the French to the far places of the earth, and its consequence today is that it 

is the basis of western culture and leads the world to a large extent. The following is 
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Reid’s remark which is so compelling as to be worth keeping in mind for all the 

Reformed Christians who seek the meaning and foundation of education today:  

From this modern Calvinists might well learn one important lesson. It is that if 
there is ever a great Calvinistic revival, it will come, and will continue, only if it 
is firmly based upon sound educational principles which enable it to wrestle with 
the problems of contemporary thought. Running away from the issues raised in 
modern philosophy, science and history will not solve the problem. Rather, the 
Calvinist must be prepared to take what the non-Christian world has discovered 
and thought, in order that he may re-interpret this knowledge sub specie 
aeternitatis and use it to glorify the eternal Triune God.128 
 
 

The Function of Catechism in the Church 

When Calvin got involved in the reform of Geneva in 1536, he felt that three 

things were indispensable to a well-ordered church. The first was a confession of faith. A 

confession of faith, probably composed jointly by Calvin and Farel, was presented to the 

City Council in November of the same year. It was not ratified without some difficulty, 

the biggest stumbling block being the insistence of the reformers that everyone sign it.129 

Early the next year, January 16 of 1537, Calvin and Farel presented to the Council 

their Articles Concerning the Organization of the Church and Worship at Geneva. 

Although this encountered much more opposition, and Calvin had to compromise on 

several issues such as the Lord’s Supper and ecclesiastical discipline, one might think 

that with a confession and church constitution the task of organizing church might be 

complete. For Calvin, however, a third thing was equally necessary for the faith and life 

of the church, and that was a brief compendium of the new evangelical faith.130 

Hesselink’s following remark is the key to understand not merely Calvin’s idea about the 
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issue of catechism but the motive of the whole reform at Geneva. He is so compelling 

when he says, “Calvin, like his heirs in the Reformed tradition, was convinced that faith 

must be undergirded and nourished by understanding, or else, after flowering briefly, it 

will wither and die.”131  

Calvin had already published his Institutes of the Christian Religion in Basel the 

previous year, but he realized this was too long and difficult a work for most lay people 

and especially for youth. Consequently, early in 1537 he also published his first 

Catechism in French under the title, Instruction in Faith. It was intended primarily for the 

instruction of the youth of Geneva.132 

From the first period of his career as reformer, Calvin’s central concern was to 

educate people in true Christian doctrine. He writes in the introduction to his commentary 

on the Psalms,  

I was quite surprised to find that before a year had elapsed, all who had any desire 
after purer doctrine were continually coming to me to learn, although I myself 
was not yet but a mere novice and tyro.133 

 
When Calvin departed not long after his conversion from France to Basel, prior to 

his involvement in the reform of Geneva, in order to write his first theological work, the 

Institutes, he already showed a strong concern for teaching. The first edition of the 

Institutes was not intended for theologians or those training for the ministry but was 

written 

Especially for our French countrymen, very many of whom I knew to be 
hungering and thirsting for Christ; but I saw very few who had been duly imbued 
with even a slight knowledge of him. The book itself witnesses that this was my 
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intention, adapted as it is to a simple and you may say, elementary form of 
teaching. 134 

 
In the editions that followed, Calvin expanded the Institutes and adopted as his 

purpose the writing of a clear and comprehensive exposition of the basic doctrines of the 

Christian faith. He kept his belief that an elementary form of teaching for the church as a 

whole was necessary. This was precisely his view of catechetical instruction.  

Calvin himself wrote two catechisms and was concerned throughout his career 

about the practice of catechetical instruction.135 Osmer points out three themes emerging 

when the body of Calvin’s thought is examined. First, catechetical instruction plays a 

significant role to maintain unity both in the congregation and among the churches, 

providing all members with a common set of beliefs. It should not be viewed strictly in 

terms of its role in the individual’s faith. It has a unifying function in the church’s life. 

Second, catechetical instruction is necessary for the preservation of sound, evangelical 

doctrine in the church. It allows individuals and congregations to discern and resist 

heretical thinking. Third, the teaching of the catechism serves as a means of grace, 

enabling baptized children to appropriate personally the promises made on their behalf at 

baptism and initiating them into the ongoing process of sanctification that is nurtured 

through their participation in the word and sacraments of the church during their lives.136  

In the Articles Concerning the Organization of the Church and Worship at 

Geneva (1537), Calvin maintains that in the instruction of children,  

(children) without doubt ought to make a confession of their faith to the Church. 
For this purpose, in ancient days, a definite catechism was used for initiating each 
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one in the fundamentals of the Christian religion; The children were individually 
taught from this catechism, and had to come to testify their faith to the Church, to 
which they were unable at their Baptism to render witness. For we see that 
Scripture has always joined confession with faith; and it has told us that, if we 
truly believe with the heart, it is right that we ought also to confess with the 
mouth to that salvation which we believe.137 

 
Calvin’s initial appeal here is not to scripture but to the fact that catechetical instruction 

was an important practice in the early church. He goes on to link the importance of 

catechetical instruction to the authority of scripture. It was precisely because the word of 

God had been neglected in the teaching of the church and families that a need for 

catechetical instruction was so desperate in Geneva.138 Calvin continues,  

A brief and simple summary of the Christian faith, to be taught to all children, and  
that at certain seasons of the year they come before the ministers to be 
interrogated  and examined, and to receive more ample explanation, according as 
there is need to  the capacity of each one of them, until they have been proved 
sufficiently instructed.  But it may be your pleasure to command parents to 
exercise pains and diligence that  their children learn this summary and that they 
present themselves before the  ministers at the times appointed.139 

 
Prior to the reform, religious education among the people of Geneva relied solely 

on home instruction. However, home instruction was not enough for Calvin and his 

associates. It was no longer the only vehicle for religious training but became 

complemented and supplemented and supported by the catechism classes that became a 

regular part of religious instruction.140 However, it does not neglect the parents’ 

responsibility for the instruction of their children either. They have to encourage their 

children to learn catechism and to be presented to the ministers at appropriate times for 
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instruction and examination. All baptized members of the church need to accept for 

themselves at an appropriate age the promises made on their behalf at baptism. Baptized 

children are considered members of the covenant community and have the right and 

obligation of instruction in faith. Their baptism does not exempt children from their need 

to make a personal confession of faith to the church. Calvin frequently links catechetical 

instruction to the baptism of infants. It is indicative of the developmental themes he often 

uses to describe the Christian life. Hesselink’s comment on the matter of the operation of 

the Holy Spirit in each Christian’s development in faith and life should be quoted here. 

He says, “In any case, for Calvin, the working of the Holy Spirit in the life of the believer 

is an implementation of God’s Gnadenwahl. For from the beginning to the end the 

Christian life is made possible by God’s grace as it is experienced by the presence and 

power of the Holy Spirit.”141 Calvin writes, “Infants are renewed by the Spirit of God 

according to the capacity of their age, till the power which was concealed within them 

grows by degrees and becomes fully manifest at the proper time.”142 

In the Articles, Calvin also stresses the important function that catechetical 

instruction fulfills in the life of the church. Catechetical instruction is important not only 

for the individual believer but for the congregation and the church as a whole. In the 

introduction of the Articles, he writes,  

Third, it is strictly required and quite necessary for maintaining the people in 
purity of doctrine, that infants of tender age be so instructed that they are able to 
give reason for the faith, so that evangelical doctrine is not left to decay, and also 
that its substance be diligently maintained and transmitted from hand to hand and 
from father to son.143 
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Calvin clearly acknowledges here a role for normative beliefs and practices in the church 

that attempt to maintain continuity with the apostolic witness and gives unity in 

congregations and the church as a whole. Having called for a “brief and simple summary 

of the Christian faith,” Calvin set about writing his first catechism and it was published in 

French in 1537, which was translated into Latin for the other churches the following year. 

Hesselink is right when he points out about this translation Calvin’s ecumenical purpose. 

He says, “In his lifelong quest for the unity of the church his first approach was to share 

doctrinal statements,”144 and continues, “in his preface, he is even more explicit about the 

ecumenical motivation which prompted the Latin edition.” Hesselink quotes Calvin,  

Because we know it befits us especially that all churches embrace one another in 
mutual love, there is no better way to attain this than for all parties to work out an 
agreement and testify to it in the Lord. For there is no closer bond than this to 
keep minds in harmony…. Since we seemed to be able to attain this by no 
shortcut more readily than if some sure model of our doctrine-or rather catholic 
attestation thereof-were to stand forth publicly, we considered that this 
catechism…ought also to be published among other churches, and having been 
received as a guarantee, they may become more certain of our union with them.145 

 
Calvin prefaces this catechism with three passages of scripture from I Peter, “Like new 

born babes, long for the pure spiritual milk” (2:2), “Be prepared to make a defense to 

anyone who calls you to account for the hope that is in you” (3:15), “Whoever speaks, as 

one who utters oracles of God” (4:11), each emphasizing the importance of a Christian 

possessing a sure and certain knowledge of the basic doctrine of the evangelical faith. 

Likewise, he appends two verses to the conclusion, “My people go into exile for want of 

knowledge” (Isa. 5:13), and “how can a young man keep his way pure? By guarding it 

according to thy word” (Ps. 119:9).  
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Soon after he wrote Instruction in Faith, he and Farel were exiled from Geneva. 

Calvin was received in Strasbourg where he gained the opportunity to try out his idea 

about catechetical instruction as pastor of the congregation of French refugees. There he 

made instruction in the catechism obligatory for the children, who were not allowed to 

join in Communion until they had acquired the indispensable religious knowledge.146  

In the Ecclesiastical Ordinances of 1541, which he wrote upon his return to 

Geneva, he again turned his attention to catechetical instruction, for which he prescribed 

a series of concrete steps:  

All citizens and inhabitants are to bring or convey their children on Sundays at 
midday to Catechism, …A definite formulary is to be composed by which they 
will be instructed, and on this, with the teaching given them, they are to be 
interrogated about what has been said, to see if they have listened and 
remembered well. When a child has been well enough instructed to pass the 
Catechism, he is to recite solemnly the sum of what it contains, and also to make 
profession of his Christianity in the presence of the Church. Before this is done, 
no child is to be admitted to receive the Supper; and parents are to be informed 
not to bring them before this time. For it is a very perilous thing, for children as 
for parents, to introduce them without good and adequate instruction; for which 
purpose this order is to be used.147  

 
Of even greater importance is the second catechism Calvin wrote around this 

time, The Catechism of the Church of Geneva (1542). Calvin had already revised the 

Institutes in 1539, and the theological changes he made at that time are reflected. The 

overall pattern of this catechism is significantly different. It follows the question-answer 

format Luther used in his catechism. Over 373 questions and answers are meant to be a 

living dialogue between minister and student to examine together the basic beliefs of the 

church. Calvin divides the material into four sections of teaching: faith (focusing on the 

creed), the law (dealing with the Ten Commandments), the Lord’s Prayer (focusing on 
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the relation between prayer and providence), and the proper worship of God (dealing with 

the relationship of word and sacrament).148 

In his letters to the reader and the ministers of East Friesland at the beginning of 

this work, Calvin places great emphasis on the unity of belief among the faithful that 

instruction in a common catechism affords. He says this is the chief reason for writing the 

Genevan catechism. He also relates the unity of doctrine and belief afforded by 

instruction in the catechism to the common baptism. He writes:  

Since it is proper for us by every means to endeavour to make that unity of faith 
shine forth among us which is so highly commended by Paul, the solemn 
profession of faith which is joined to our common Baptism ought to be directed 
chiefly to this end. It might therefore be wished, not only that there exist a 
perpetual consent by all in pious doctrine, but that there be also a single form of 
Catechism for all Churches.149 

 
Calvin emphasizes here the importance of the instruction in the catechism for 

congregations and the church as a whole. It gives a common language and set of 

theological convictions by which the church can order its life together. The common 

mind it produces is a witness to the unity that should exist in the church on the basis of 

the one baptism of which all Christians partake. It is important for us to grasp the role and 

function Calvin believes catechetical instruction fulfills in creating church unity.150  

In the final edition of the Institutes (1559), Calvin writes of the importance of 

catechetical instruction in ways that reiterate themes of the section of this chapter. One 

passage in particular is worth quoting in full: 

But the best method of catechizing would be to have a manual drafted for this 
exercise, containing and summarizing in simple manner most of the articles of our 
religion, on which the whole believers’ church ought to agree without 
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controversy. A child of ten would present himself to the church to declare his 
confession of faith, would be examined in each article, and answer to each; if he 
were ignorant of anything or insufficiently understood it, he would be taught. 
Thus, while the church looks on as a witness, he would profess the one true 
sincere faith, in which the believing folk with one mind worship the one God. 
…There would be greater agreement in faith among Christian people, and not so 
many would go untaught and ignorant; some would not be so rashly carried away 
with new and strange doctrines; in short, all would have some methodical 
instruction, so to speak, in Christian doctrine.151 

 
Osmer points out that far from advocating individualism in Christianity it is clear that 

Calvin, in his writings on the catechetical instruction of children, sees an authoritative 

role for the church in teaching the basic tenets of the faith. Calvin’s willingness to write 

two catechisms so carefully and to translate them into Latin and French is indicative of 

how serious he was about this teaching activity.152  

As we have seen so far, the instruction of children in the catechism is, throughout 

his career as the leader of the reform, a central theme and a key part of his project. 

Without this plan of catechetical instruction, the success of the entire reform of Geneva 

would have been unthinkable. Its relevance to our present concern for the advancement of 

Christian mission does not diminish at all even today.  

 

Conclusion 

Among the various aspects of the reform of Geneva, the project of education was 

a major concern of Calvin’s entire activity. One can say that Calvin poured much of 

himself into the reform of education. As he himself loved to call the church “schola dei,” 

the reform of the church means for us the reform of education on the basis of the word of 

God. In order to advance his project, he set up two main pillars of means of education. 
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One was the Academy of Geneva, and the other was the instruction of children 

(especially) in the catechism. Both are interrelated and interwoven into each other. 

However, the ultimate purpose of these two elements is the same, that is to say, to 

educate people through the word of God in the true knowledge of God in order to live for 

the glorification of God.  
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Chapter 3: The Theological Foundation for Education 

 

Total Depravity and the Possibility of Education 
  

Calvin’s reform of education in the 16th century as seen in the church and the 

Academy of Geneva was a great achievement of Reformed education. It produced 

generations of Reformed leadership and influenced much of the Christian education 

throughout Europe at that time, and later in the United States and other areas of the world. 

One can say that the schools that were born from the reform of Geneva became the model 

for Protestant seminaries and schools.  

As any type of education of man reflects its basic understanding of humanity, the 

educational reform of Geneva should also reflect that of the reformer. No one would deny 

that how Calvin saw humanity influenced greatly his practice in the reform of education. 

It determines the goal, purpose and character of education. This is essential to understand 

Calvin’s whole ministry of education. In this chapter, we will inquire into this question of 

Calvin’s understanding of humanity which became the foundation for education in 

Geneva.  

First of all, we may wonder how Calvin could have so positive a perspective for 

education of people while he sometimes seems to have in his writings such a negative 

view about humanity, a view inherited later by Calvinists in their references to “total 

depravity” as found in the “TULIP” acronym. Such a negative view about humankind 

would seem to be contradictory to an affirmative characterization of education.153 
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Education is above all an act of teaching based on the affirmation of human possibilities. 

To trace the word to its origin, ‘to educate’ comes from a Latin verb ‘ēducāre.’ The basic 

meaning of this Latin word is ‘to draw something out (of)’ or ‘to bring out something 

(in)’ a child or a person. This ‘something’ has to have potential for something good, if an 

act of education is to help people to grow and develop into better beings. This idea easily 

reminds us of Socrates’ method of teaching as narrated in the various works of Plato. His 

method of instruction is a conversation through which he draws out a truth and leads his 

partner to acknowledge it. It is, therefore, no good, or even harmful, to bring up people, if 

the nature of humankind is totally evil. One should not develop such an evil being. 

However, the fact that our reformer of the 16th century was so committed to education 

has to give us reasons for a further inquiry into this question.  

Those who are in the Reformed tradition generally take a very dim view of human 

capabilities over against God. This is true of all those who are heirs of Augustine. 

Calvinists, who are also his heirs, take sin very seriously.154 Therefore, one of the five 

points of Calvinism as seen in the “TULIP” acronym is usually described as “total 

depravity.” This has fostered a view that Calvinists see nothing good in humankind.155 In 

his enlightening work On Being Reformed, Hesselink points out that this terminology 

comes neither from Calvin nor from the later Canons of Dort (1619), but became popular 

in later seventeenth and eighteenth-century disputes with Arminians.156 He cites as 

instances of “total depravity” language from representative Reformed confessions such as, 
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“due to the sin of ‘our first parents’ they ‘became dead in sin, and wholly defiled in all the 

faculties and parts of the soul and body’ (Westminster Confession of 1646, VI, 2);” “from 

this original corruption, whereby we are utterly indisposed, disabled, and made opposite 

to all good, and wholly inclined to all evil, do proceed all actual transgressions” (VI, 4); 

“Man, by his fall into a state of sin, hath wholly lost all ability to will any spiritual good 

accompanying salvation” (IX, 3, emphasis by Hesselink throughout). Hesselink points 

out that the words “total depravity” are nowhere found in the Westminster Confession, 

but it does have similar language, and that it might be more apt, if not biblical, to speak 

of the total inability of humanity rather than of our total depravity. Hesselink continues to 

point out,  

The conviction that humankind is not free to choose God and that the human will 
is bound is common to Augustine, Luther, and many others in addition to Calvin 
and the Reformed standards. However, this view is emphasized so strongly and 
consistently in the Reformed tradition that it has come to be regarded by many as 
peculiar to us.157  
 

He gives examples again from the Reformed standards. His choice of texts is so accurate 

that it is useful to cite them here,  

“Only damnable things come forth from man’s corrupt nature.” (Calvin’s 
Institutes, II, the title of chapter 3) 

 
“As a result [of the fall], all men are conceived in sin and born as children of 
wrath, incapable of any saving good, prone to evil, dead in sin and slaves of sin” 
(Canons of Dort, chap. III-IV, Article 3). 

 
“by nature I am prone to hate God and my neighbor” (Heidelberg Catechism, 
Question 5).158 

 
All of this language is not an exaggeration since some Scripture passages are clear on this 

matter. Hesselink cites Ps. 53:3, Rm. 3: 10-12, Jer. 17:9, and so on. Although the term 
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“total depravity” is not used in any of these Reformed standards, the strength of the 

negative expressions about humankind, together with the impact of the special term, 

makes us believe that the Reformed faith does not give any positive message to people 

but rather lets people retreat into a negative worldview.  

This would become even more apparent in the context of Christian mission in 

Japan where the biblical concept of sin cannot be axiomatic in its culture. My impression 

of preaching in Japanese churches is that a great amount of the content deals with sin.  It 

often happens in a sermon that 90% deals with sin and only the last 10% gets to God's 

grace. I do not see such an imbalance in the American church. This comes from religious 

and cultural differences. Where the biblical concept of sin is taken for granted in a 

religious culture, the Christian message does not need to begin with a teaching of sin in 

order to urge people to seek for God’s grace in Jesus Christ, but rather can just start with 

speaking about God’s grace to strengthen people in a positive perspective of their life.  

Contrariwise, where the dominant culture is not Christian or biblical, such as in 

Japan, Christian preachers and messengers tend to feel a great need to start with speaking 

about sin to urge people to seek for God’s grace in Christ. They often feel that a 

recognition of sin is a primary condition for receiving the grace of God, which, of course, 

is not totally wrong.  

Many preachers in Japan, therefore, tend to take the standard law-gospel approach 

to preaching as seen in the Lutheran Tradition. Of course we must come before God in 

repentance for our sin to receive Christ's forgiveness. This is an essential truth of 

scripture. However, this can be fully understood only where the basic understanding 

about the goodness of Creation is commonly shared, that is to say, humanity is 
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fundamentally affirmed despite its fallen condition. Of course, we should not forget that 

the Genesis account of creation ends with Adam and Eve expelled from the garden, and 

the human story begins with Cain killing his brother Abel. However, we should not forget 

also that the Genesis account begins with  the goodness of creation.  

If people really hear a message that is always ninety percent about sin, the 

message they receive will be negative. We would not be able to expect people to hear 

such a message with joy and gladness. This is often more true of the Reformed churches 

in Japan, all the more because they are earnestly faithful to the teachings of the Reformed 

Confessions of the Western church, in comparison with the churches of other 

denominations. It is possible that Christian teachers who have grown up and are sent to 

Christian schools by the churches in the Reformed tradition might have the same 

tendency. As a matter of fact, the mainline churches such as the Reformed or the 

Presbyterian churches have an unhappy tendency to lose more young people in Japan.  

Although I am not able to give evidence for it in a scientific way, I assume that 

this situation of the mainline churches is not indifferent to the seemingly negative 

perspective about humanity that the doctrine of sin of the Reformed tradition casts on 

young people.  

Reformed education that is faithful to the doctrine of sin of man but lacks a 

consideration of the sound development of the youth might give them a negative 

perspective about their future life, and in consequence become less attractive to them. 

What matters is whether the Reformed Christian message and its perspective of 

human life are biblical and point to the truth. They should be neither unbiblically positive 
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nor pessimistic. The whole Reformed philosophy of education depends on how it sees 

humanity.  

“Total depravity,” has been considered as one of the most distinctive 

characteristics of the Reformed faith, and therefore the negative aspect of that faith might 

have influenced also Reformed education. However, we should trace back to the original 

intent of the doctrine as taught by the reformer himself. The true understanding of 

Calvin’s doctrine of man should be the truth that regenerates a sinful man into his 

glorious status given by God. This should be the firm foundation for Reformed education 

that is still relevant and effective in the 21st century.  

 

Calvin’s Understanding of Humanity 

In this section, we will look further into Calvin’s understanding of humanity from 

his writings. That humankind was created in the image of God is the apex of the story of 

Creation in Genesis. For Calvin, the image of God is the fundamental concept in his 

doctrine of man. Twenty centuries of the history of theology teaches us that the image of 

God is a very key concept for the controversy between natural theology and revelation 

theology. On the one hand, the image of God relates to Christology, since Christ is the 

original image of man [Gen. 1:27, Rom. 8: 29]. Humankind is created after this original 

image. On the other hand, the image of God relates to soteriology, since it is recognizable 

only by the regeneration of man through Christ and the Holy Spirit. That is why the 

image of God is the fundamental concept for Calvin’s doctrine of man.  

We will discuss the issue of the image of God in six steps: 1) the image of God as 

originally bestowed when we were first created; 2) a basic distinction of man’s natural 
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and supernatural gifts; 3) the image of God as distorted after the fall of Adam; 4) Jesus 

Christ, the true image of God; 5) the image of God as restored by Christ; 6) and man’s 

two kinds of gifts and the possibility of education.  

The image of God as originally given at the time of Creation 

Calvin’s Institutes, Book one, chapter fifteen deals with the doctrine of man 

within the doctrine of Creation.159 At the opening of this chapter, Calvin says:   

We must now speak of the creation of man: not only because among all God’s 
works here is the noblest and most remarkable example of his justice, wisdom, 
and goodness; but because, as we said at the beginning, we cannot have a clear 
and complete knowledge of God unless it is accompanied by a corresponding 
knowledge of ourselves.160 

 
For Calvin, the knowledge of man and knowledge of God are in an interacting 

relationship with each other. “Knowledge of ourselves lies first in considering what we 

were given at creation and how generously God continues his favor toward us, in order to 

know how great our natural excellence would be if only it had remained unblemished.”161 

“In the beginning God fashioned us after his image [Gen. 1:27] that he might arouse our 

minds both to zeal for virtue and to meditation upon eternal life.”162 “But that primal 

worthiness cannot come to mind without the sorry spectacle of our foulness and dishonor 

presenting itself by way of contrast, since in the person of the first man we have fallen 

from our original condition.”163 Through seeking to understand the image of God we are 
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question.   
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led to know the reason and purpose of our lives. This is why this theme is so important 

and crucial for the benefit of a meaningful existence.  

Therefore, the first step for comprehending Calvin’s theological understanding of 

humankind consists in two points of view. The one is to know “what the nature of 

humankind was like when it was originally created.” The other is to know “what 

humankind that is deprived of the original nature and deformed is like.”164  

First, for the basic understanding of the biblical concept of humanity, we need to 

know that when Adam was created, he was taken from earth and clay [Gen. 2: 7, 18:27]. 

His pride was thus bridled so that he may not boast in anything. (Calvin likes the 

expression ‘bridle’ so much and we see this used in many places of his writings) “But 

since God not only designed to give life to an earthen vessel, but also willed it to be the 

abode of an immortal spirit, Adam could rightly glory in the great liberality of his 

maker.”165 Thus, man consists of the two things i.e. a soul and a body. The soul is an 

immortal yet created essence which is his ‘nobler part,’ and sometimes called ‘spirit.’166 

The soul is the right place in humans that reflects the image of God. Calvin clearly says, 

“For although God’s glory shines forth in the outer man, yet there is no doubt that the 

proper seat of his image is in the soul.”167 The soul is considered as a part of human 

nature which controls the rational function of spirit. It is important that Calvin 

understands the image of God as having the closest relation with the soul in its rational 

function. Calvin says:   

Therefore, although the soul is not man, yet it is not absurd for man, in respect to 
his soul, to be called God’s image; even though I retain the principle I just now 
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set forward, that the likeness of God extends to the whole excellence by which 
man’s nature towers over all the kinds of living creatures. Accordingly, the 
integrity with which Adam was endowed is expressed by this word, when he had 
full possession of right understanding, when he had his affections kept within the 
bounds of reason, all his senses tempered in right order, and he truly referred his 
excellence to exceptional gifts bestowed upon him by his Maker. And although 
the primary seat of the divine image was in the mind and heart, or in the soul and 
its powers, yet there was no part of man, not even the body itself, in which some 
sparks did not glow.168  

 
The soul is therefore the primary seat of God’s image, but the likeness of God extends to 

the whole excellence by which man’s nature is placed over all the other creatures. God’s 

image and likeness are basically the same for Calvin.169 The image of God is, therefore, 

not limited to the soul, but the whole existence of humans, including the body, that 

reflects the glory of the Creator. It is to reflect the glory of God that Calvin understands 

that humankind was created in the image of God. Humankind, as first created by God, 

was even able to recognize God merely by contemplating the structure of the world, and 

to reach eternal life and glory. Calvin also says in his first catechism of 1538, “Man was 

first formed to God’s image and likeness, that in his adornments, with which he had been 

resplendently clothed by God, he might look up to their Author and might worship him 

with fitting gratitude.”170 This is the original state of humankind.  

The image of God as distorted after the fall of Adam 

Now, we turn our eyes to the second question of “what humankind that is 

deprived of the original nature and deformed is like.” Calvin speaks about the fallen state 

of man as follows:  

There is no doubt that Adam, when he fell from his state, was by this defection 
alienated from God. Therefore, even though we grant that God’s image was not 
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totally annihilated and destroyed in him, yet it was so corrupted that whatever 
remains is frightful deformity.171 

 
Now God’s image is the perfect excellence of human nature which shone in Adam 
before his defection, but was subsequently so vitiated and almost blotted out that 
nothing remains after the ruin except what is confused, mutilated, and disease-
ridden.172  
 
To sum up, just as by the rebellion of the first man the image of God could be wiped 
out from his mind and soul, no wonder he illumines wicked persons with some rays of 
his grace, which he later allows to be quenched.173 

 
If we look at Calvin’s statement about humanity in the early period of his career, we find  

that he was consistent in his thinking. For instance, in section 4 of Calvin’s Catechism of 

1538, we see Calvin teaching directly the wickedness of the fallen state of man. He 

shows here also a negative attitude about humanity.  

He [Man] had to be deprived of all God’s benefits on which he was stupidly 
priding himself, so that stripped and bare of all glory, he might recognize God 
whom he, rich with God’s bounty, had dared despise. Therefore, all we who take 
our origin from Adam’s seed, when God’s likeness is wiped out, are born flesh 
from flesh. For although we consist of soul and body, we savor of nothing but 
flesh. Consequently, whatever way we turn our eyes, we can see nothing but what 
is impure, profane, and abominable to God. Our depraved will, stuffed with 
corrupt feelings, hates nothing more than his righteousness. Our strength, 
weakened for every good work, madly dashes off into wickedness.174 

 
All these expressions by Calvin underscore how crucial the fallen state of man is. To use 

scriptural terminology, by nature we are “slaves of sin” and under its dominion (Rom. 

6:12-22).175 The image of God is lost, depraved, deformed, and wiped out. This idea is 

supposed to lead us to a true repentance through which we should be displeased with 

ourselves.  
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This is one of the most important points for Christian education in general. And 

this is all the more important for Christian education in Japan, in particular, where the 

people’s dominant worldview is not biblical. People there can be so optimistic about 

human beings as to worship some heroes and heroines as deity, or can also be, contrary to 

the biblical understanding of humanity, too pessimistic. Christian education based on the 

Christian doctrine of man can, therefore, lead this people to know the limits and humility 

of man, and therefore give them the true and sound understanding of human beings. This 

is true in the case of Japan.  

The biblical understanding of humanity shows that man is not totally left without 

hope. In the opening chapter of the Insitutes, Book II, where Calvin deals with the issue 

of original sin, he teaches about man’s fallen state from the perspective of man’s new life 

by grace which would bring us to true repentance and a new zeal for God.  

From this source arise abhorrence and displeasure with ourselves, as well as true 
humility; and thence is kindled a new zeal to seek God, in whom each of us may 
recover those good things which we have utterly and completely lost.176 

 
We see here a soteriological perspective of Calvin’s doctrine of man. The image of God, 

though corrupted and deformed, can be restored by virtue of the Holy Spirit according to 

the likeness of Christ. The image of God in Christ is the model for man’s restoration.177 

The salvation of man, therefore, lies in the renovation and regeneration of the image of 

God (renovatio et reparatio imagines Dei).178  

A basic distinction179 
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Calvin distinguishes between human knowledge and achievements in the realm of 

“earthly things” in contrast to human ability in the realm of “heavenly things.”180 In the 

latter realm, unaided human capabilities are nil. As far as spiritual insight is concerned, 

even the “greatest geniuses are blinder than moles.”181 Without the help of God’s Spirit 

we are “utterly blind and stupid in divine matters.”182  

On the other hand, Calvin takes a much more positive view of natural capabilities 

in what we today would call the cultural or secular realms.183 Despite the fall, human 

beings still possess a degree of conscience, common sense, natural instinct, reason, sense 

of justice, equity, and political order as well as general ability in government, household 

management, mechanical skills, and the liberal arts (the Institutes, II.2.13).184 Calvin says, 

“Yet the fact remains that some seed of political order has been implanted in all men. 

And this is ample proof that in the arrangement of this life no man is without the light of 

reason.”185  

Hesselink clearly points out that Calvin’s aim, however, in recognizing sinful 

humanity’s accomplishments and abilities is not to give them any ground for pride or 

self-confidence. In this respect he differs from the spirit of the Renaissance and most 

humanists, who felt that people are capable of raising themselves by their own bootstraps. 

Calvin, rather, wishes to give God the glory for his infinite mercy and kindness in 

allowing fallen humanity to retain this remnant of the gifts that God originally bestowed 
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on Adam and Eve. Our attitude, therefore, should not be one of pride but of humble 

gratitude.186 

At the same time, Calvin affirms that the achievements of pagan or secular 

philosophers, poets, and artists who show us that “the mind of man, though fallen and 

perverted from its wholeness, is nevertheless clothed and ornamented with God’s 

excellent gifts. If we regard the Spirit of God as the sole fountain of truth, we shall 

neither reject the truth itself, nor despise it whenever it shall appear, unless we wish to 

dishonor the Spirit of God.”187 Hesselink rightly points out that this is a most remarkable 

statement, revealing an openness and breadth of spirit which has been ignored by many 

later Calvinists and is not familiar to most of Calvin’s detractors.188 

Jesus Christ as the true image of God 

Jesus Christ is the complete revelation of the image of God. God revealed Himself 

through Jesus Christ His only Son. We are not able to see the figure of the invisible God 

unless we are led by the Holy Spirit to seek it in Christ.189  

Now we see how Christ is the most perfect image of God; if we are conformed to 
it, we are so restored that with true piety, righteousness, purity, and intelligence 
we bear God’s image.190  

 
The true image of God that Christ reveals to us reflects the love of God as clearly as a 

mirror does. The image of God is therefore not something static but so dynamic as to 

reveal the redemptive work of God for us. “Therefore, under the law, Christ’s image was 

set forth in sacrifices to give believers the hope that God would be gracious toward them, 
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after having been reconciled to them through atonement made for their sins.”191 Calvin 

points us to the source of Christ’s priesthood for us by citing Scripture passages of Paul, 

for example, “For God has done what the law, weakened by the flesh, could not do: by 

sending his own Son in the likeness of sinful flesh, and to deal with sin, he condemned 

sin in the flesh,” (Rom. 8:3)192 Therefore, Christ is a mirror to reveal God’s mercy and 

unlimited love to us as he was given for us as the one who redeems us.  

The restoration of the image of God 

The true image of God is seen not in Adam and Eve prior to their fall but in Jesus 

Christ; for God cannot be known except in Christ, his lively image.193 In his commentary 

on Genesis 1:26, Calvin says, 

Since the image of God has been destroyed in us by the fall, we may judge from 
its restoration what it originally had been. Paul says that we are transformed into 
the image of God by the gospel. And, according to him, spiritual regeneration is 
nothing else than the restoration of the same image.194  

 
Calvin also sees this truth in Ephesians 4: 24: “and put on the new nature created after the 

likeness of God in true righteousness and holiness” (RSV). In his commentary he says,  

Adam was at first created in the image of God, and reflected, as in a mirror, the 
Divine righteousness; but that image, having been defaced by sin, must now be 
restored in Christ. The regeneration of the godly is indeed-as we have formerly 
explained nothing else than the formation anew of the image of God in them. 
There is, no doubt, a far more rich and powerful manifestation of Divine grace in 
this second creation than in the first; but our highest perfection is uniformly 
represented in Scripture as consisting in our conformity and resemblance to God. 
Adam lost the image which he had originally received, and therefore it becomes 
necessary that it shall be restored to us by Christ. The design contemplated by 
regeneration is to recall us from our wanderings to that end for which we were 
created.195  
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This is similar to what Calvin says in the Institutes I.15.4, where he grants that “God’s 

image was not totally destroyed in him [Adam].” Nevertheless, “the beginning of our 

recovery of salvation is in that restoration which we obtain through Christ…” Calvin sees, 

as cited above, “a far more rich and powerful manifestation of Divine grace in this second 

creation than in the first, the end of which is that Christ should reform us to God’s 

image.”196  

The true image, therefore, is more clearly seen in Christ than in Adam, even in his 

pristine state. Believers as well are only in the process of having that original image 

restored, which ultimately will be not only a restoration but also an enhancement of that 

original image.197  

The goal of our new life that is renovated and regenerated by the grace of God 

through the Holy Spirit is the restoration of the image of God. Calvin clearly says:  

The object of regeneration, as we have said, is to manifest in the life of believers a 
harmony and agreement between God’s righteousness and their obedience, and 
thus to confirm the adoption that they have received as sons [Gal. 4:5, cf. II Peter 
1:10]. The law of God contains in itself that newness by which his image can be 
restored in us.198 

 
Calvin refers in this statement to the law that helps restore the image of God and provides 

us with the content of our new life. Hesselink points out the work of the Holy Spirit in the 

relation of the law and regeneration. The following statement by him has a crucial 

importance for us to understand this matter.  

In the above discussion there have been several references to the goal of the 
Christian life. One way of describing it is that we do everything to the glory of 
God (as noted above). Another way is to think of the goal of the life-long process 
of regeneration as the restoration of the image of God in the life of the believer. 
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This is accomplished, albeit imperfectly, by the renewing work of the Holy Spirit 
as believers respond in gratitude to God’s will for their lives as expressed in the 
law and in Jesus Christ.199 

 
We understand repentance as central to the new life of a believer who is justified through 

the sacrifice and redemption of Christ, and is regenerated by the Holy Spirit. The goal of 

repentance itself is nothing but the restoration of the image of God in us. Calvin says,  

Therefore, in a word, I interpret repentance as regeneration, whose sole end is to 
restore in us the image of God that had been disfigured and all but obliterated 
through Adam’s transfigression.200 

 
Man’s special relation with God as hearing the Word 

According to Torrance, Calvin describes the restored image of God as the 

restoration of the soul’s rational function, and as the restoration of order and harmony 

between God and man, between man and man, between man and the world, and between 

man and other creatures.201 

Torrance clarifies the following three points that Calvin specially emphasizes 

when he deals with the creation of man: (a) the nobility of man: (b) the creaturehood of 

man; and (c) his peculiar relation to the Word of God.202 The third one has a special 

importance for our subject. Man has a special relation to the Word of God through which 

he receives a peculiar dignity and peculiar creaturehood. Calvin underlines the fact that 

man was not created by a mere word of command but through divine consultation and 

gradual transformation. Here lies the highest honor with which God has dignified man.203 
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It is not that there is any distinction of “quality” between man and the beasts, but 

that God relates Himself to us in a special way.204 The difference consists in a special 

relation to the Word in which man is made uniquely in the image of God. All the world, 

and all creatures in the world, image the glory of God inasmuch as they are the 

workmanship of God. And inasmuch as man is the workmanship of God, he images God 

in the same way, though doubtless in a higher degree since he is the noblest of all God’s 

creations. Man lives by the communication of God’s Word.205 Men have their being in 

God in the same sense as other living creatures, but they have a higher life in God 

peculiar to them as men who can only be described in terms of light. Calvin puts great 

emphasis on the words of John’s Gospel concerning this light.  

He speaks here, in my opinion, of that part of life in which men excel other 
animals; and informs us that the life which was bestowed on men was not of an 
ordinary description, but was united to the light of the understanding… As it is 
not in vain that God imparts His light to their minds, it follows that the purpose 
for which they were created was, that they might acknowledge Him who is the 
author of so excellent a blessing. And since this light, of which the Word was the 
source, has been conveyed from Him to us, it ought to serve as a mirror, in which 
we may clearly behold the divine power of the Word.206 

 
This light was originally given men by the power of the Word. Man is sustained as a 

creature and enlightened as a man by the life-giving power of the Word. However, this 

light can be maintained as light in man only by acknowledging the blessing of the Creator. 

Therefore, man’s true life consists in the light of his understanding in so far as that is 

reflexive of the glory of God revealed through His Word. It is thus that men resemble 

God.207 
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What keeps man as the only and special creature among all other creatures is 

man’s special relation with God as hearing His Word. This is where the true dignity of 

man lies. The communication with the Word of God itself is man’s true life. When we 

listen to His Word with understanding and consent, and when we obey His Word whole-

heartedly, we are given the blessings of life. It is important that the image of God consists 

in the personality of man responding to the Word of God. Man is given the image of God, 

when he listens to His Word, acknowledges His love and mercy, and responds to it with 

obedience and reflects the glory of the image of God. However it is turned into darkness, 

that is spiritual death, by revolt and perversity. Accordingly, Calvin stresses the image of 

God in man, not as something equipped by nature in man, but man’s attitude toward the 

Word of God. “Man was blessed, not because of his own good actions, but by 

participation in God.”208 Since no one can confess Jesus as Christ without the aid of the 

Holy Spirit, man’s obedience to God’s Word can be made only through the Holy Spirit. 

That is to say, the restoration of the image of God in man is closely related to the work of 

the Holy Spirit. Man can be regenerated only by the Word of God and the Holy Spirit.  

Man’s two kinds of gifts and the possibility of education 

After Adam’s fall and disobedience, humankind was deprived of the spiritual gifts 

and became unable to know God by themselves. Although a handful of the natural gifts 

such as understanding and judgment still remain in man, those gifts were corrupted or 

weakened.  

Calvin sees the condition of man in two different dimensions. Every man is 

endowed with two kinds of gifts, that is to say, natural and supernatural (or spiritual) gifts. 

However, the natural gifts are corrupted in man because of sin, and the supernatural gifts 
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are taken away. He takes over this idea from Augustine. About the supernatural gifts he 

clearly says,  

For by the latter clause they understand the light of faith as well as righteousness, 
which would be sufficient to attain heavenly life and eternal bliss. Therefore, 
withdrawing from the Kingdom of God, he is at the same time deprived of 
spiritual gifts, with which he had been furnished for the hope of salvation. From 
this it follows that he is so banished from the Kingdom of God that all qualities 
belonging to the blessed life of the soul have been extinguished in him, until he 
recovers them through the grace of regeneration.209  

 
Calvin counts among the spiritual gifts faith, love of God, charity toward neighbor, zeal 

for holiness and righteousness. All these gifts can be restored only by Christ, and 

therefore are considered adventitious and beyond nature. They are thus stripped from 

man.210 As far as humans’ relation with God is concerned, humans have nothing worthy 

of God’s salvation within themselves. Calvin states very clearly that every man, for lack 

of the spiritual gifts, is hopeless in this regard.211  

On the other hand, humankind is endowed with natural gifts such as reason, 

understanding, and judgment. These gifts are, basically, corrupted and weakened, “Since 

reason, therefore, by which man distinguishes between good and evil, and by which he 

understands and judges, is a natural gift, it could not be completely wiped out; but it was 

partly weakened and partly corrupted, so that its misshapen ruins appear.”212 Calvin sees 

the natural gifts in two different ways ―both positively and negatively.  

First, in man’s perverted and degenerate nature some sparks still gleam. These 
show him to be a rational being, differing from brute beasts, because he is 
endowed with understanding. Yet, secondly, they show this light choked with 
dense ignorance, so that it cannot come forth effectively.213  
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Calvin, then, divides the human soul into understanding and will. Here, he shows his high 

appreciation for human understanding.  

When we so condemn human understanding for its perpetual blindness as to leave 
it no perception of any object whatever, we not only go against God’s Word, but 
also run counter to the experience of common sense. For we see implanted in 
human nature some sort of desire to search out the truth to which man would not 
at all aspire if he had not already savored it. Human understanding then possesses 
some power of perception, since it is by nature captivated by love of truth.214  

 
It is intriguing to see Calvin lift up so highly the human nature as to say that it is 

against God’s Word to assume that humankind is incapable of any perception. Moreover, 

some sort of desire to search out truth is implanted in humankind, and so humankind is 

“by nature captivated by love of truth.” This is one of the highest expressions of 

appreciation by Calvin about humankind. Here, we see an influence of Calvin’s humanist 

background.215 What is meant by “humanism” here is a scholarly attitude to seek and 

acknowledge truth in this world and humanity, especially in the ancient classic literature. 

The slogan ‘ad fontes’ of humanism is literally translated as ‘back to the source’ or ‘back 

to the origin.’ Humanists of the 16th century considered as the sources of truths not only 

Scripture but also the ancient literature.216  Not only Christian literature of the Apostolic 

Fathers, or the Church Fathers, but also the pagan writers such as Plato, Aristotle, Cicero, 
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and Seneca. Therefore, truths can be found even in the pagan philosophers and outside 

the biblical literature. Quirinius Breen points out,  

Calvin’s experience with the classics had taught him that there is some good in 
the pagans. As a general proposition he advanced the idea that the providence of 
God is not only general but also particular, that is, concerns not only the church 
but also the world at large, the good and the bad, and not only the great issues of 
life, but the very smallest. Now the conclusion of this proposition was that the 
good things wrought by the heathen were a providence of God for the world.217 
 

Following is one of the clearest statements of Calvin on this matter,  

Whenever we come upon these matters in secular writers, let that admirable light 
of truth shining in them teach us that the mind of man, though fallen and 
perverted from its wholeness, is nevertheless clothed and ornamented with God’s 
excellent gifts. If we regard the Spirit of God as the sole fountain of truth, we 
shall neither reject the truth itself, nor despise it wherever it shall appear, unless 
we wish to dishonor the Spirit of God. For by holding the gifts of the Spirit in 
slight esteem, we contemn and reproach the Spirit himself. What then? Shall we 
deny that the truth shone upon the ancient jurists who established civic order and 
discipline with such great equity? Shall we say that the philosophers were blind in 
their fine observation and artful description of the nature? Shall we say that those 
men were devoid of understanding who conceived the art of disputation and 
taught us to speak reasonably? Shall we say that they are insane who developed 
medicine, devoting their labor to our benefit? What shall we say of all the 
mathematical sciences? Shall we consider them the ravings of madmen? No, we 
cannot read the writings of the ancients on these subjects without great admiration. 
We marvel at them because we are compelled to recognize how preeminent they 
are. But shall we count anything praiseworthy or noble without recognizing at the 
same time that it comes from God? Let us be ashamed of such ingratitude, into 
which not even the pagan poets fell, for they confessed that the gods had invented 
philosophy, laws, and all useful arts. Those men whom Scripture [I Cor. 2:14] 
calls “natural men” were, indeed, sharp and penetrating in their investigation of 
inferior things. Let us, accordingly, learn by their example how many gifts the 
Lord left to human nature even after it was despoiled of its true good.218  

 
We see here that Calvin shows his highest appreciation of man’s natural gifts. However, 

it must be emphasized that Calvin asserts that these gifts are not from man, but from God. 

But in acknowledging our natural gifts as from God in gratitude, man is allowed and 
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expected to develop these gifts by means of education. It is in this understanding of 

Calvin about the natural gifts that man’s activity of education, that is not only religious 

but also general, can be believed as possible and valuable, and as something worth 

developing.  Humanity, created as good by the goodness of God, even though fallen and 

sinful, is worth affirming and developing if it is used for the glory of God. It needs to be 

nurtured, raised, educated to serve the good works of God. [Eph. 2: 10] I would like to 

call this understanding of Calvin ‘evangelical-humanistic.’ This is the theological 

foundation for Calvin’s and Reformed education. Therefore, Calvin’s educational idea 

can be the one that is able to synthesize Jerusalem and Athens i. e. biblical and pagan 

education and make both serve the glory of God.  

 

Conclusion 

We have thus seen Calvin’s understanding of humanity which should be the 

foundation for his project of education in the reform of Geneva. Contrarily to what one 

could generally expect of his idea of ‘total depravity’ of man, his understanding about it 

is not only biblical but also evangelical and humanistic. ‘Biblical and evangelical’ means 

that man was created as good in the image of God, and lost and corrupted since the fall of 

Adam, but, redeemed by the sacrifice of Jesus Christ, can be regenerated and restored 

through the aid of the Holy Spirit and by the whole-hearted obeisance of man to God’s 

Word. ‘Humanistic’ means that because of the goodness of creation in which man was 

made, man’s natural gifts from God, though they were made corrupted and very weak 

because of man’s sin, can be developed and serve to the glory of God and the true 

happiness of man. In this way, Calvin understands man’s gifts and abilities given from 
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God, and therefore affirms that education is possible in its true sense. This understanding 

of Calvin is the most relevant alternative for the foundation of Christian education. It still 

holds relevance even in the present world.  
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Chapter 4: Christian Education Today in Japan 
 

Christian Education in Japan 

There are two types of Christian education; one is done in the church, the other at 

school. Each has a different character and task, but each aims at the same goal. Both are 

indispensable agencies for the Christian mission in Japan. We deal with these two types 

of Christian education here. Although we will not be able to deal with the details of their 

curricula, it is important to attempt to apply some of the lessons that we have learned 

from Calvin’s ideas of education to the contexts that the churches and Christian schools 

find themselves in. 

Christian education by the church in Japan 

What is meant by Christian education in Japan is in fact twofold, as noted above. 

One is the Christian education that is done in the Sunday school. It is not an exaggeration 

to say that Japanese churches were born out of Sunday school ministries. Missionaries 

first started Sunday schools in many cities and villages all over the country. Through the 

Sunday school movement, churches could reach a great number of children who were not 

from Christian families. Because of the dominant presence of Buddhism and Shinto in a 

vast majority of Japanese families, children who received Christian education in Sunday 

school mostly could not become Christians. When a child grows up and is later baptized, 

in most cases he or she is the only Christian in the family. Christian faith could hardly be 

a religion of a family. In many cases, Japanese Christians are alone in their household as 

to religion. This is one of the major reasons that Christianity has not prevailed in this 

country. Some children in Sunday school are from a Christian family, but most others are 

from non-Christian families. Therefore, there is mostly a great difference as to the 
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durability of the influence that children received from Sunday school, depending on 

whether they are from Christian or non-Christian families. Although we cannot 

generalize, in most cases, children from non-Christian families, when they grow up, stop 

coming to church. The efforts of the church to follow up these children have not been 

very successful.  

In contrast to Sunday school, church related kindergartens were started from the 

early period of the Protestant mission. They have been successful in reaching many 

children and mothers until now. Especially, many of the mothers are exposed to 

Christianity for the first time in their lives. Some embrace the Christian faith and get 

baptized. The church related kindergartens made a major contribution to the improvement 

of the early childhood education in Japan. From the 1960s to the 70s, they were the 

pioneers in  introducing the Montessori Method to Japan. They also owe their success to 

the aid of the western missionaries. 

However, a rapid decrease in the number of students in Sunday school as well as 

that of the Christian population itself in the country is more serious than ever. Take, as an 

example, the United Church of Christ in Japan (UCCJ), the largest Protestant 

denomination to which I myself belong as an ordained minister. The statistics219 tell that 

this denomination had; 1) 1,714 churches in 1993, and 1,732 in 2005; 2) and 205,925 

baptized members in 1993, and 193,252 in 2005; 3) the average number of Sunday 

worshipers in attendance per congregation was 38 in 1993, and 35 in 2005. All these 

numbers show a decrease. Also, the number of students in congregations decreased from 

29,436 (average 18) in 1993 to 18,471 (average 11) in 2005. These average numbers 
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suggest that some large churches have large Sunday schools but small churches are 

unable to have even a form of ‘school.’ Even from my first hand experience, I can 

witness that there are more and more churches that abandoned a Sunday school ministry.  

We see the same kind of situation in many areas of Europe in our time. It has 

become a sort of universal phenomenon in so-called secularized countries. Children and 

families are too busy with multiple distractions which take them away from the church. 

Fewer and fewer people feel any need to commit themselves to a religious discipline. Nor 

do they feel a need to give their children an education based on the faith of a particular 

religion. However, in the United States, whereas Roman Catholic schools are struggling, 

many conservative Christian schools are prospering, largely because of disillusionment 

with the public schools. 

Nevertheless, the huge difference between the Christian West and Japan is, 

needless to say, the difference of the religious and cultural heritage. Wherever 

Christianity is not a self-evident truth, once children are away from the church, they tend 

to lose the influence of Christian education, while in the West children are kept close to 

Christian values in many respects, and this continues to influence them in various ways.  

The focus of most Sunday school instruction is on how much children can 

become familiar with the stories of the Bible. The materials used in Sunday school are the 

Bible, picture-story shows, videos or DVDs about the Bible stories. Although some 

groups of churches of Presbyterian or Reformed background attempt to use more 

catechisms in recent years, probably with a hope to revive the catechetical education of 

their tradition since the Reformation, most of the UCCJ churches prefer a Bible-based 

education. However, it is not a question of choice, for both are effective and important 
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materials. The Bible is above all the Word of God. And many of the Bible stories are 

visual and full of images. A well presented Bible story is always able to maturate students 

to become interested in God’s plan of salvation in history. On the other hand, it is true 

that Japanese churches have not paid enough attention thus far to the importance of 

catechetical education. Catechisms have a function of a great importance as we have seen 

in chapter 2. It is also true of the mission of the churches in Japan. Especially, in such a 

country as Japan where the predominant non-Christian culture often helps obscure the 

witness of believers in daily life, catechetical education would be of great help to prepare 

children, young people, or whatever generation it may be, to become conscious of what 

to believe about God.  

A great need for adult classes in church  

The pews of churches are generally full of mature females in Japan. The tendency 

in recent years is that there are more retired people than young people who start attending  

worship and become Christians. The working habits of Japan require many hours of work. 

It often includes work outside the office and even on weekends. This exhausts the vast 

majority of people in their prime time which results in the absence of fathers in a 

household. It is a problem on a national scale.  

However, the majority of the baby-boomer generation (people born around the 

1940s and 50s) are now retiring. Liberation from their highly demanding work habits 

gives them time to consider their spiritual lives. It happens quite often recently that some 

people of the retired or retiring generation are coming to church. Some get re-interested 

in Christianity in which they were slightly interested in their college days. Others come to 

worship accompanied by their spouses who are Christians or Christian school alumnae.  
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 Gordon Laman, an American missionary to Japan and a former professor at Tokyo 

Union Theological Seminary, gave an intriguing explanation about this generation in 

1970. When he served a congregation in Saga, a Southwestern city of Japan, he observed 

the youth of that time as follows:  

One of the most important factors to take into consideration is the transformation 
taking place in the role of the individual in society. Traditionally, religion has 
been a matter determined not by the individual, but by the family. But as the 
survey reveals, this can no longer be taken for granted. Dr. Spae has said, “…it 
seems to me that Japan is moving from a civilization of tradition and conformity 
to community standards towards a civilization in which every man must choose 
for himself and face the responsibility for his choice.” The old family and 
community ties and pressures are not as strong in Saga as in the past. Especially 
the youth are becoming individuals as never before. This new trend towards 
egocentricity has a negative side, but it has a positive side, too. These young 
people are striving for personal identity and selfhood and moving in the direction 
of individual responsibility. This is a transformation of tremendous importance 
for Christian witness, offering new possibilities for communication. Many more 
people than in the past may be open to new ideals and ideas if real contact can be 
established.220  
 
‘These young people,’ as mentioned above, now correspond to the retiring 

generation. This offers new possibilities for Christian mission. The church definitely 

needs a strategy for reaching out to these adults. Each congregation should endeavor to 

open an adults class, something which is very common in the United States. The reason 

why Japanese churches do not do this is, supposedly, that adults are wearied by the many 

hours of work and have only Sunday mornings to rest. Even for most Christians, to attend 

Sunday morning worship is all they can do. However, now this generation of people are 

retired or retiring, but they are still young and full of curiosity.  

From my own pastoral experience, even a short meeting of twenty minutes for 

adults before or after the Sunday morning worship worked very well. Subjects of any 
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kind from Scripture or theology can interest them. There is an urgent need for adult 

classes in churches in Japan.  

The second strategy for mission to adults is a family-approach style of education. 

Both children and adults are very busy nowadays, or more precisely, parents are making 

children busy. The community life of the Christian church becomes merely one of the 

alternatives to spend weekends for adults, and no more the center of life as it used to be 

even among Christian families. Sunday school is therefore no more a matter of children 

only, but of adults, parents, and grandparents. A vast majority of adults in Japan are 

biblically illiterate. The church needs to start Christian education with adults. When 

adults start learning, children might follow. The church in Japan should make a great 

effort to create an appropriate program for it.  

Recruitment and formation of staff for Sunday School ministry 

The training of church members who serve as Sunday school teachers is of critical 

importance. Many congregations today are undergoing difficulty in finding volunteer 

staff. In some churches in the United States, various training programs are provided by 

the denomination or some associations. Staffs are encouraged to participate in such 

programs for their formation. In order to recruit candidates for an education ministry, the 

board of elders and deacons distributes a sheet of paper to each member to have everyone 

of the congregation declare what kind of service he or she would like to do. After a sort 

of talent survey is made, the teachers of the education ministry are commissioned 

according to this declaration. Nevertheless, before this official procedure, the pastor of 

the congregation should discern the gifts of the members and encourage them to be 

teachers. Norma Cook Everist says, “We, who so often resort to begging a few faithful 
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folk to be teachers, have a different approach open to us. We can invite people to accept 

the call they have already been given in baptism.”221 She also says, “The central task of 

leadership is equipping the members of the body of Christ to function according to their 

gifts and roles. The work of ministry is theirs.”222 Discerning the gifts and encouraging 

members is an important function of pastors.  

Everist enumerates six ways teachers need to grow continually: biblically, 

theologically, methodologically, developmentally, administratively, and spiritually.223 

The growth and development of an education ministry depends on how much the church 

as the body of Christ continues to try to support teachers to grow spiritually and develop 

their educational skills as they face a critical stage. The society and culture surrounding a 

church changes so rapidly that it cannot catch up with it. It takes years to create a new 

curriculum to deal with people in contemporary culture. When it is published, the 

situation already changes, and the curriculum becomes out of date. The church needs a 

curriculum that keeps up with the changing culture, but this is difficult to accomplish.  

However, instead of trying always to catch up with the rapid change of the world, 

we need to go back to the firm foundations of our tradition.  

Christian education in Christian schools 

The Protestant mission was started mainly by missionaries from North America. 

From its early stage, the missionaries discussed in earnest about the priority of their 

mission, either evangelism by the church or educational mission by Christian schools. 

The question was, in other words, whether education has any essential place in the 

                                                 
221 Norma Cook Everist, The Church As Learning Community: A Comprehensive Guide to Christian 
Education ( Nashville: Abingdon Press, 2002), 224. 
222 Laman, A Preliminary Study for a Strategy of Evangelism for Saga, Japan (unpublished thesis presented 
to Western Theological Seminary, 1970), 226.  
223 Laman, 241. 
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program of the Christian Church in Japan. Although the remarkable growth of the North 

American churches became the financial basis, it was their faithful enthusiasm that led 

their adventurous mission on such a large scale, responding to the Great Commission of 

mission by Jesus Christ (Mat. 28: 19-20, Mk. 16: 20). However, it is natural that there 

was a choice between the two alternatives among the missionaries if we take into 

consideration the financial basis of the Japanese churches and schools in that early period. 

In comparison with the great number of churches which could not live without the 

financial support of the North American churches, Christian schools were usually 

successful in raising funds from domestic support (even after World War II the RCA and 

Presbyterians continued to give some financial support to their schools, but ceased after 

the 60s). Despite this difference of the financial basis, during the first sixty years since 

the beginning of the Protestant movement, both the church and Christian schools grew in 

proportion to each other.  

In 1926, the International Missionary Council (IMC) was held in La Zoute, 

Belgium to discuss the relationship between evangelism and Christian education in 

World Mission. In 1928, a group of Christian leaders representing the organized Christian 

bodies throughout the world met in the city of Jerusalem (the Jerusalem Meeting of the 

International Missionary Council), in order to review the progress of the Christian 

Church during the last decades.  

It became clear that in the Japanese churches as well as in the Japanese Christian 

schools, people were beginning to feel the urgent need of finding a way to secure more 

efficient and successful results so that they were ready to reconsider their programs and 
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re-examine their methods that they might discover a more effective policy for the future, 

a half century having passed since the inauguration of the first Christian schools.224  

As a result of this new concern of the International Missionary Council, Dr. John R. Mott, 

the Chairman of the International Missionary Council visited Japan in the spring of 1929, 

and discussed the history and the possibility of Japanese Christian education with 

Japanese leaders and the missionaries in the Kamakura and Nara Conferences. After 

these meetings, the International Missionary Council published the study-report Christian 

Education in Japan: A Study.  

According to this report, most of the Christian schools were direct evangelizing 

agencies. The program was laid out with the definite purpose of leading the students to an 

intelligent acceptance of the Christian truth. In these institutions (so-called mission 

schools) the average number of graduates who were Christians was in the universities 

eighteen per cent, in the men’s colleges twenty-six per cent, in the women’s colleges  

sixty-nine, in the middle school for boys thirty, and in the high schools for girls forty-

nine per cent. The percentage of some Christian schools was very low, while in others it 

ran to nearly one hundred percent. Practically none of those students were Christians 

when they entered. In one of the largest denominations in Japan, according to its report, 

forty-six per cent of all its annual baptisms were of students in its schools.225  

It must be acknowledged that many of these decisions of becoming Christian were 

made by boys and girls of immature years, ages fourteen to nineteen, that the Christian 

                                                 
224 A Commission on Christian Education in Japan representing The National Christian Council of Japan, 
The National Christian Education Association of Japan, and The Foreign Missions Conference of North 
America and The International Missionary Council. Christian Education in  Japan: A Study (New York 
/London: The International Missionary Council, 1932), 3. 
225 Christian Education in Japan: A Study (New York /London: The International Missionary Council, 
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schools often did not give them sufficient training in the fundamentals of the Christian 

life to enable them to meet all the issues that they were to face, and that the Christian 

churches did not follow up all these young Christians and help them to find permanent 

places of usefulness in the Christian movement. We do not know for sure how many of 

those young Christians continued to follow the Christian life after they graduated. 

However, it remains true that Christian schools used to send out annually hundreds of 

young people whose lives had been exposed to the truth, who had taken the first steps in 

bringing their lives into line with the truth, and who were the best and most plastic 

material which the churches had for molding into strong Christian communities.  

Unfortunately, this close tie of cooperation in the Christian mission between the 

church and Christian schools has been getting much weaker, or in many cases, is now 

almost lost. There are various reasons for this. Since the number of Christians is 

decreasing over the country, it becomes difficult to find able Christian teachers, and 

schools tend to become secularized in the secularizing culture of the present day. 

According to the report of the International Missionary Council, the average percentage 

of Christian teachers in all the Christian schools was seventy-nine percent in those 

days.226 Such a thing cannot be seen in most Christian schools now. In some Christian 

schools that have lost a close relationship with the church, the number of Christians is 

very few. It is very difficult for Christians to be a significant influence in this kind of 

school. In order to survive in the highly competitive society of the present day, a school 

has to keep successful in competing for admissions with the more prestigious colleges. 

But Christian teachers are not always the best staff for this purpose. This contributes even 
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more to the decreasing number of Christian teachers in Christian schools. It seems that 

the church and Christian schools have completely different roles and motivations: “The 

church is for mission, schools for higher education.” They are not tied to the advance of 

evangelism in this country.  

In the early days of the Christian movement, when there was no widespread 

provision for the education of the people, the Christian mission could make a great 

contribution concerning education. However, the kind of reasons which justified the 

establishment of a system of Christian schools generations ago no longer has validity. It 

is no longer necessary to inspire the nation with a desire for education. The zeal for 

education is inbred, mostly too much, in the hearts of the people.  

It is time for us to consider again the relationship between church and schools. 

For the church that from the beginning has been weak and is now losing more people, 

Christian schools are the places of great importance where personal encounters with 

young lives can occur daily. It has never been in the church but in schools where we can 

influence, or more precisely, God is influencing a great number of young people. The 

church needs to make every effort to restore a missionary relationship with schools, 

instead of criticizing their secularization. On the other hand, Christian schools are no 

more Christian schools if they have no relationship with the church. Without the Gospel, 

Christian schools lose their true attractiveness and distinctive character not only in terms 

of piety but also in academic endeavor, for the truth comes from God. Toyohiko Kagawa 

said in 1927 that Christian schools, if they can win no souls for Jesus Christ, had better 

sell themselves to a business company.227 This is true of present day Christian schools in 
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Japan. Christian schools should continue to be considered and justified as evangelizing, 

character-building, and training agencies of the Christian church.  

 

A Cross-Cultural view of Christian Education in Japan based on Calvin’s 

Thought  

A brief history of the mission in Japan: Reasons for its rejection  

1. The first contact 

It is in gratitude to all the missionaries and the Lord who sent them across the 

ocean into Asia, and especially Japan that I am writing this part of my thesis. I truly 

respect the faithfulness of the missionaries to the call from the Lord and their bravery 

with which they sacrificed their lives for the glorious truth of Jesus Christ our Savior and 

for the love of God.  

However, the endeavors of the missionaries and churches they planted have so far 

not brought as much fruit as they first expected. The Christian population still remains 

today under one percent of the nation. Some might call this a failure of a mission. 

However, there is no failure in God’s intended plan. The Christian mission in Japan, from 

its beginning, faced adverse conditions in various ways. Its setback was not without 

reason.  

In this section, I will deal with some of the major reasons and conditions that led 

to the present situation of the Christian mission in Japan. Those make mission in Japan 

one of the greatest challenges in the history of the Christian mission in the world.  

Needless to say, Japan is not a Christian country, despite the Catholic mission 

from 1549 to 1640 and the 150 years’ history of Christian mission of all denominations 
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since the middle of the 19th century. This is evident when one looks at the statistics. 

Christianity probably reached its peak in the early 17th century, when two or at the most 

three percent of the population embraced the Christian religion.228 But soon afterwards, 

Christianity was banned from this country with heavy persecutions of the Catholic 

missionaries and believers; some of them were even crucified. The ruthless ferocity of 

this tragedy made a tremendous impact on the mind of the people and became one of the 

major reasons for their phobia against Christianity. ‘Kirishitan,’ a Japanized word for 

‘Christians’ in the 17th century has a strongly negative sound even today to the ears of the 

vast majority of non-Christian Japanese.  

However, we tend to overlook the political aspect of the reason that Christians 

were persecuted and missionaries deported due to the shadow of the dreadful ferocity of 

the persecution made by the Japanese rulers.   

The Catholic missionary effort in Japan followed closely on the heels of 

Portuguese traders who had first reached the country in 1543. On 15 August 1549 Francis 

Xavier and his confrères Torres and Fernandez landed at Kagoshima, the capital of 

Satsuma, one of the most powerful han (feudal domains) in western Japan.229 The 

missionaries were soon able to establish cordial relations with some of the important men. 

The unstable political environment of sixteenth-century Japan was a time of civil war. All 

the western han feared for their independence and sought to attract Portuguese aid. The 

Jesuits were particularly successful on the southern inland of Kyūshū, where they were 
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able to convert important local daimyō (feudal lords), who in turn ordered their subject 

people to adopt the foreign religion.  

The Jesuits succeeded in gaining the friendship even of the hegemonic ruler Oda 

Nobunaga (1534-82), who by 1568 was the most powerful man in Japan.230 Toyotomi 

Hideyoshi (1537-98), Nobunaga’s successor as military ruler of Japan, seemed similarly 

well disposed toward the foreign religion, at least during the first stage of his reign. In 

1583, for example, he provided the land for the construction of a church in Ōsaka.  

As a result of the expanding missionary endeavor in the second half of the 

sixteenth century, other Western religious and commercial influences entered the country. 

Initially the Portuguese played a dominant role. By the early 1600s, Dutch and English 

traders who were Protestants began to challenge the Portuguese position. Moreover, the 

Jesuit missionary monopoly was broken in 1593 with the arrival in Japan of the first 

Spanish Franciscans from Manila.231  

This proliferation and the ensuing competition and intrigue among the foreigners 

alarmed Japanese leaders. As early as 1587 anti-Christian edicts were published but not 

strictly enforced. The shōgun Ieyasu (1542-1616), who in 1603 established the 

centralized feudal Tokugawa state, and who at first had been friendly to the Christians, 

soon turned against them. In 1606 Christianity was declared illegal, and on 27 January 

1614 the famous edict against Christianity was published, which included the following 

passage.  

                                                 
230 Tiedeman, “China and its neighbours,” In A World History of Christianity, edited by Adrian Hastings 
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that with his introduction of guns Nobunaga changed the history of warfare in Japan.  
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The Kirishitan [Christian] band have come to Japan, not only sending their 
merchant vessels to exchange commodities, but also longing to disseminate an 
evil law, to overthrow true doctrine, so that they may change the government of 
the country and obtain possession of the land. This is the germ of great disaster, 
and must be crushed.232  

 
In that year Ieyasu embarked on a long and painful destruction of Christianity which 

intensified under his successor, commencing with a serious campaign to expel the 

missionaries. Moreover, Ieyasu and all subsequent shōgunates of the Tokugawas banned 

all relations outside the island except trade with the Netherlands and China. This isolation 

was carried on for about 200 years until the end of the Tokugawa regime in the mid 19th 

century. One could rightly criticize the close-mindedness of Ieyasu and his successors 

against the new religion as well as the growing western civilization.  

However, it is very important for us to take into consideration that Ieyasu and his 

followers were aware of the growing imperialism of the western powers that invaded 

India, China and all the rest of Asia. The concept of modern nationality was not born yet, 

or was at best immature at this stage in Asia. All the other Asian countries were easily 

swallowed up by the western great powers. Ieyasu, being aware of this irresistible huge 

wave of western expansion, was obliged to seek a way to defend the country. It was 

evident to the eyes of the Tokugawa shōgunate that the European armed forces were 

approaching them behind the peaceful ships of missionaries. It is easy to criticize the 

policy of the Tokugawa shōgunate that closed the country for such a long period of time 

from the western point of view. However, it must be understood that the isolation of 

Japan by Tokugawa was the only way to secure its independence. If Japan had opened its 

doors to outsiders at that time, it is possible that Japan would have become immediately a 
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colony of the western great powers just like all other parts of Asia were. Tiedemann also 

emphasizes the incompatibility of Catholicism with the Japanese tradition, in particular 

with Buddhism, as the reason for the Japanese first rejection of Christianity.233 This is 

only partially correct. It included a natural sense of self-defense out of a patriotic mind 

that Japan was then closed to virtually all European expansionist influences (except for 

the Dutch establishment at Deshima Island near Nagasaki).  

2. The second encounter 

About two hundred years of Japanese seclusion by the Tokugawa Shōgunate 

ended with the arrival of the American ‘Black Ships’ under Commodore Matthew C. 

Perry in 1853. Under the Treaty of Amity and Commerce of 1854 and similar agreements 

signed with other Western powers, Americans and Europeans were permitted freely to 

exercise their religion among themselves in Japan, although the true aim of the first 

missionaries was to begin direct work among the Japanese. Soon afterwards, they started 

to evangelize the people. As the country became exposed to western civilization, an inner 

revolution (the Meiji Restoration) occurred in 1868, because Japan noticed the need for 

modernization. Although language difficulties and the anti-Christian regulations still in 

force prevented much progress during the first few years, Christianity might well have 

played an indirect role in the process of Japan’s modernization.  

                                                 
233 Tiedemann, “China and its neighbours,” In A World History of Christianity, edited by Adrian Hastings 
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However, the major policy of the Meiji government was “to get out of Asia into 

the West.”(Datsua nyūō). In order to overtake the West, the government decided to 

introduce the science and technology of the West into the country, but to reject 

Christianity, which was the core of western civilization. The culture and practice of the 

Christian religion felt alien to the majority of the people. This is one reason. However, 

more important was, again, their fear of the colonialism of the western great powers. This 

fear became aggravated when they saw China defeated in the First Opium War (1839-42) 

and put under the following ‘unequal’ treaty settlements of 1842-44. When the old 1724 

prohibition against belief in Christianity was lifted, certainly proselytization in China was 

greatly facilitated.234  

These two encounters unfortunately implanted a fundamentally negative feeling 

in the hearts and minds of Japanese. Christianity was considered as coming together with 

western colonialism. The issue was also ethnic. The naïvety of the Japanese about their 

ethnocentricity also contributed toward considering Christianity very much “a religion for 

Westerners.” This is partly true even of 21st century Japan.  

When the Meiji government made the first modern constitution of this nation in 

1889 by borrowing much of the German constitution for reference, they set the emperor 

at the center of this nation, not just as a symbol but as the sovereign. The emperor was 

considered as a true descendant of the mythical deities who founded Japan in ancient 

times. This reverence for the emperor, together with its centrality in the political system, 

led as a result to the rise of nationalism, which began already in the late 1890s and which 
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continued to escalate until World War II. Severe persecutions were made against 

Christian churches since Christianity was still considered a hostile religion.  

The Approach of the first missionaries and its fruits 

Charles H. Kraft says that Christian cross-cultural witnesses are agents of cultural 

as well as spiritual change, and that a point of considerable significance for cross-cultural 

witness is the recognition that socio-cultural change is basically a matter of change in 

people’s minds. In order to make this change happen most effectively, Kraft suggests 

several missiological applications: the first one of these is to approach “Opinion leaders.” 

Opinion leaders are more influential than others. When they change their minds, others 

follow.235  

When the first Protestant missionaries from the United States and Europe started 

their missions in 1859 on the eve of the opening of the Japanese ports to trade, they 

approached the educated people by using intellectual terms. The residence area of the 

missionaries was restricted to a few treaty ports that were far away from the Japanese 

masses. However, the samurai intellectuals were attracted by the missionaries and so 

sought them out to learn English. The missionaries found a ready hearing for their ideas, 

especially among the young samurai of the areas in eastern and northern Japan which had 

lost out in the Meiji Restoration of 1868. The samurai belonged to the highest status, 

second only to the emperor, in the social order of the Edo era, and were therefore mostly 

educated and cultivated people. But they lost their status in the new system of the Meiji 

government.  

The Meiji Restoration was in effect a revolution that ended up as a new 

government dominated by men from western Japan. The young samurai of the losing side 
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found their old Confucian concepts discredited by Western technology and ideas and the 

road to domestic political power blocked by their rivals from other parts of Japan. They 

turned to the missionaries for English as a necessary tool for trade in the new age and to 

Christianity as an organized body of ethical concepts more in keeping with the new age 

than Confucianism.   

Three trends emerged from these early beginnings of the Protestant movement in 

Japan which have persisted ever since. One was that the samurai leadership of the new 

church was full of the spirit of independence. They worked from the beginning to create a 

Japanese Christian church that was fully independent of aid from outside. They gained 

the sympathy of the more enlightened missionaries, and therefore succeeded in doing this 

at a relatively early stage, as compared with mission fields in other Asian countries.   

Another persistent trend in Japanese Christianity has been a strong emphasis on 

education. The early Protestant missionaries founded Christian schools in order to 

respond to the demands of young Japanese. Their Christian schools grew into important 

high schools in the early years of the Meiji era and into mass universities in more recent 

times. Christians played a particularly important role in secondary higher education for 

women, a field neglected by the government.236 Although the Christian population in 

Japan has never grown to more than one percent for several decades, they have made a 

significant impact on the society in the area of education and intellectual life. Several of 

the postwar presidents of Tokyo University, the nation’s most prestigious educational 

institution, and three of Japan’s more than twenty postwar prime ministers have been 
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Christians.237 Edwin O. Reischauer (American ambassador to Japan, historian, born of 

missionary parents in Tokyo, 1910-1990) said, “Christianity is a primary religion in 

Japan.” This is particularly true in the field of education.  

The third trend is that Christians became somehow associated with a Socialist 

movement in the course of time. Reischauer continues to point this out clearly.  

A third trend of Christianity has been its tendency to represent a more liberal 
alternative path to modernization. The early Christian samurai were outsiders in 
the new Meiji system, and they became a part of the opposition to the government 
in power, as expressed through the popular press and political parties. 
Liberalizing trends in a heavily regimented educational system were usually of 
Christian inspiration. Around the turn of the century, Christians came to lead not 
just in social service activities but in the introduction of socialist concepts. 
Japan’s most famous social service worker was the Christian Kagawa Toyohiko, 
and a Christian strain is still discernible in the Socialist party. The one postwar 
Socialist prime minister, Katayama Tetsu, was a man from this Christian 
background.238  

 
This liberal and Socialist trend inevitably determined the characteristics of 

Christianity in Japan. The modern concept of human rights historically was born in the 

Christian West. It also stemmed from the social impact of the gospel. However, since 

humanism, which is not necessarily Christian, can share the idea of the dignity of man in 

some way with Christianity, Christian humanism shows itself in its witness in the world 

like a Socialist movement. This tendency became all the more apparent because of the 

immaturity of the churches in Japan. The Gospel of Jesus Christ was sometimes confused 

with Socialism, or even Communism in Japan. It is ironical that Christianity, or rather 

Protestantism in Japan, started with the samurai young people, whose educational and 

cultural background was the most faithful to Japanese tradition such as ‘Bushidō,’ ended 

                                                 
237 Reischauer, “Introduction” in Christianity and Japan: Meeting, Conflict, Hope, edit. Stuart D. B. Picken 
(Tokyo: Kōdansha International Ltd., 1983), 6. 
238 Reischauer, 7.  
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up as Liberalism. However, this was inevitable in a sense as ultra-nationalism and 

militarism were on the rise leading toward the World War II.    

Shintō: An unsurpassable obstacle for Christian Mission in Japan  

Japanese have accepted Western culture that includes Christian customs such as 

weddings and Christmas in a superficial way. However, the truth of the gospel, which is 

the core of Western civilization, did not take root in the hearts and minds of the majority 

of Japanese.  

Buddhism was born in India and fully developed as a powerful religion in China. 

Buddhism is powerful in the sense that it is equipped with many attractive by-products. It 

has theology, philosophy, fine art, music, and so on. Buddhism was so powerful as to 

absorb almost all the minor and primitive religions in the neighboring areas of Asia. 

However, Buddhism could not absorb Shintō of Japan when it arrived in Japan in the 6th 

century. It is said that Japanese took three centuries to accept Buddhism. And what is 

crucial is the very way Japanese accepted it. The ancient Japanese thought that if the truth 

of Buddhism was the truth, the same truth should have manifested itself in every corner 

of the world, and that the same truth had been manifested as Shintō in Japan. They came 

to believe that Japanese ancient deities were the incarnations of Buddha.239 Since then, 

the images of deities were carved to imitate the Buddhist priests. All the deities of 

Buddhism could be juxtaposed with those of Shintō. This is how Japanese assimilated a 

foreign religion to themselves. This assimilation molded the Japanese mind in ancient 

times and still continues to be effective nowadays. This evidences how inseparably 

Shintō is rooted in the minds of the people. It seems that Japanese never break with 

                                                 
239 This idea is called “Honchi Suijakusetsu” in Japanese.  
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Shintō. Shintō is the very heart of the Japanese. It seems that any religion that doesn’t 

embrace Shintō can hardly flourish in this country.  

Source of ancestor veneration 

Shintō is the native religion of Japan and was once its state religion, although, 

after World War II, it lost its status. It involves the worship of kami, spirits or gods. Some 

kami are local and can be regarded as the spiritual being/spirit or genius of a particular 

place, but others represent major natural objects and processes: for example, Amaterasu, 

the Sun goddess, or Mount Fuji. Shintō is an animistic belief system.  

Alongside the Shintō reverence for the divine in the natural order is the Buddhist 

reverence for one’s ancestors. Japanese Buddhism, which instills and encourages respect 

for ancestors, is not the Buddhism of India. Buddhism was introduced to Japan through 

China where it had undergone many modifications of the original Indian beliefs. Chinese 

Buddhism incorporated a strong belief in ancestor reverence. Although Japanese 

Buddhism came to have its own distinct characteristics, it retained a close concern for 

ancestors.  

The Japanese reverence for ancestors, and for the dead in general, is a powerful 

factor of Japanese religiosity.240  Shintō, in combination with Buddhism from China, 

became somewhere in Japanese history the heart of the Japanese people, of which the 

essence is the reverence for ancestors. This veneration for ancestors reaches to that for 

the emperor as the apex of ancestors, which is believed to have lasted for more than two 

thousand six hundred years. Shintō is therefore the indispensable core for Japanese, 

through which the people retain the bond and continuity with the past.  

                                                 
240 Stuart D. B. Picken, Christianity and Japan: Meeting, Conflict, Hope (Tokyo: Kōdansya International 
Ltd., 1983), 20-21. 
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In her book, The Chrysanthemum and the Sword: Patterns of Japanese Culture, 

Ruth Benedict says,  

Oriental nations turn the coin to the other side: they are debtors to the ages. Much 
of what Westerners name ancestor worship is not truly worship and not wholly 
directed toward ancestors: it is a ritual avowal of man’s great indebtedness to all 
that has gone before.241  

 
This indebtedness is often expressed in filial piety and forms the center of Japanese ethics. 

Superior to this piety, ‘Chu’ (fidelity) is placed at the summit of Japanese ethics, which is 

conceived to relate through ancestors to the Emperor. 

‘Chu’ in the feudal eras had been due to heads of the hierarchy who had no divine 

qualifications. Far more important in transferring ‘chu’ to the Emperor was the unbroken 

dynasty of a single imperial house during the whole history of Japan. The rules of 

succession did not conform to those of the royal families of England or of Germany. The 

rules were Japan’s rules and according to her rules the succession had been unbroken 

‘from ages eternal.’ Japan was no China with thirty-six different dynasties in recorded 

history. She was a country which, in all the changes she had embraced, had never torn her 

social fabric in shreds; the pattern had been permanent. ‘Chu’ was due the emperor alone, 

who stood at the apex of the hierarchy and was considered as high priest of the nation.  

The emperor is symbolized in a status with no political power by the present 

Constitution made after World War II, but he continues to be loved and venerated by the 

populace as the symbol of the ancestors and the history of the nation. Shintō, therefore, 

plays a significant role in the mind and religiosity of Japanese. It is their form of living 

with gratitude and reverence in the continuity of life with their past. Being in touch with 

ancestors is essential for them. It is the basis of their self-affirmation and ethics.  
                                                 
241 Ruth Benedict, The Chrysanthemum and the Sword: Patterns of Japanese Culture (Boston, 
Massachusetts: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1989), 98. 
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Can Japanese Christians affirm themselves? 

On the contrary, Christianity had necessarily entered as a negative factor in the 

history of the nation. It imposed a sort of discontinuity with the past. Repentance and 

forgiveness of sin, which is the center of the Christian faith, would mean a death to old 

self and a resurrection unto a new life. It is the truth of salvation given by God through 

the grace of Jesus Christ to man. However, this gospel sounded to the ears of Japanese as 

a message of disconnection and severance. Christianity, therefore, could hardly take root 

in the bottom of the heart of the patriotism of Japanese.  

Patriotism is a self-affirmation which should stem from a self-affirmation based 

on the teaching of the Bible such as the great commandment of Jesus Christ: ‘Love your 

neighbors as you love yourself,’ or the fifth commandment: ‘Honor your father and your 

mother.’ [NRSV, Exodus 20:12] A healthy self-affirmation, not egoism nor narcissism, 

should come from God.  

A healthy affirmation of self extends to an affirmation of our source of life, 

ancestors, history, tradition and so on. However, the Christian message in Japan, as I 

mentioned above as the third trend, tends to be liberal and anti-patriotic. This tendency 

increased more in the course of time, especially through World War II and the ‘Student 

Riot’ era from the late 1960s to 1970s. After World War II, when Douglas MacArthur of 

the General Head Quarters (GHQ) broke down Imperial Japan, he emancipated from its 

reign not only Christians but also socialists and communists as a result. And during a few 

decades thereafter, the liberal Christians married the socialists, and joined even with the 

communists in certain causes. Even before GHQ’s policy, the 1932-Program of the 

Communist International was aimed at abolishing the Tennō (Emperor) system. If the 
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emperor system of Japan had been abolished by the GHQ during the seven years of 

occupation, Japan would have been occupied later by the communists. It is therefore 

logical that those Christians tended to be anti-Japanese tradition. The attitude of 

Christians in Japan toward their own country and culture is mostly negative, and they 

tend to criticize the country from the socialist point of view. Hardly does one ever find 

positive and affirmative statements about their own nation based on their Christian faith. 

This is also one of the major reasons that the Gospel does not take root in the hearts of 

this nation. However, all Christians should criticize their own country or culture from a 

transcendent view of the Kingdom of God, because every country and culture is depraved 

through Adam’s sin.242  

Most Christians in Japan are opposed to the Tennō (emperor) system. There exists 

also an anti-emperor movement by Christians. However, Christians in Japan should 

perhaps appreciate the GHQ’s decision to maintain the emperor as the symbol of the 

nation, its status given in the present constitution established under the GHQ’s 

supervision, in the sense that the Tennō (emperor) system is much more bearable for 

Christians than Communism. Christians could better pray that the emperor and his family 

repent and be converted to Christianity so that the whole nation would one day be 

converted as well, rather than try to abolish the system. Christ our Lord is eternal, but the 

Tennō is just temporal. 

The Biblical faith allows every follower of Jesus Christ of every cultural and 

ethnic background to affirm his/her origin, as we see in Scripture; “The nations will walk 

by its light, and the kings of the earth will bring their glory into it.” [NRSV, Revelation 

21:24]  Christians should never consider any earthly reign as absolute or eternal but as 
                                                 
242 Ps. 53:3, Rm. 3:10-12.  
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temporal, keeping any form of idolatry away from themselves; but are always encouraged 

to affirm their cultural and ethnic background so that each one can bring it to the 

Kingdom of God. Christians should, needless to say, put the priority on the Kingdom of 

God. However, at the same time, they should show their love and understanding for their 

earthly culture in order to reach and gain their people for Christ.  

Calvin as an essential key for a successful educational mission in Japan 

Calvin’s idea of education becomes very important in this very context. As we 

have seen in the previous chapter, Calvin’s attitude toward the ancient philosophers is in 

some way very appreciative.243 It is evident that he reflected his high appreciation of the 

classics in his whole educational program of the collège and the Academy of Geneva.  

He considered the learning of the classics not just as an effective tool for learning 

Greek and Latin, but also as an essential method of Christian education that was to 

appreciate people’s own cultural basis in order to reach people for God. For Calvin 

shared a humanistic and theological understanding of humanity that seeds of truth are 

implanted as gifts from God in every culture of people on earth, whether it is Christian or 

not.244 The students of Calvin’s schools were mostly French refugees, Some were from 

Switzerland and other countries. They all belonged to the common heritage of the 

European civilization that included the Greek and Roman classics, at least among the 

humanists, although conservative Roman Catholics in Paris resisted this. Since language 

                                                 
243 Calvin, Institutes, II, 2, 15.  
244 Calvin, Institutes, II, 2, 12. However, the following statement of Calvin is important as his conclusion 
about humanity: “Yet this longing for truth, such as it is, languishes before it enters upon its race because it 
soon falls into vanity. Indeed, man’s mind, because of its dullness, cannot hold to the right path, but 
wanders through various errors and stumbles repeatedly, as if it were groping in darkness, until it strays 
away and finally disappears. Thus it betrays how incapable it is of seeking and finding truth.” 
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is the primary source of a culture everywhere in the world, an acquisition and profound 

appreciation of language is always of primary importance for a better education.  

Calvin’s idea of education in 16th century Europe might not make any sense for 

contemporary educators. It also may be criticized from a psycho-educational point of 

view, because his program looks to us in the 21st century as if it relies too much on verbal 

information and just crams into innocent children the old literature that might be no more 

‘our classics.’ The present day method of education tends to be one that appeals to the 

multi-senses of humans.  

Nonetheless, Christian education should continue to value the education of 

language and literature that are the core of the cultural heritage of a nation because the 

appreciation of culture and tradition is an essential part of the Christian education that is 

biblical and cross-cultural. It can help make young Christians more teachable in the 

instruction of the Bible and more appreciative of both one’s own and others’ culture. No 

one denies that the classics can never replace the divine instruction of the Bible, but they 

possess in abundance the wisdom of ancient people which can be useful background for 

the education of the youth.  

For Calvin, of course, the classics (Plato, Cicero, etc.) were not the indispensable 

sources to understand the Bible. In fact, they did not positively help him understand the 

Bible. Contrarily, they provided a background against which he could develop a position. 

His view of the classics was dramatically changed several years after his conversion. In 

contrast to humanism’s optimistic assessment of nature and culture, he offered an 

Augustinian doctrine of sin. In place of its emphasis on life in this world, he put an 

understanding of the purpose of life as the glorification of God. As Wendel points out, 
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humanism was for Calvin, not an end in itself, but a means he employed to combat 

humanism. However, in spite of this distinct change in his thought, humanism continued 

to influence his work, especially in the educational institutions and practices as we have 

seen in the curriculum of the Academy of Geneva. Calvin was willing to use the forms of 

humanistic education that are the learning of the classics as a means of creating an 

educated laity and persons competent to lead the church and the community.245     

In the case of Japan, the instruction of the Japanese language based on the 

Japanese (and perhaps Chinese) classics should not be underestimated. Influenced by the 

advanced economic world of this century, the populace tends to believe that education 

should be more practical. For many people today, education is mainly for success in the 

entrance examinations to higher-level schools and colleges. The goal of higher-level 

schools is for finding employment in large companies or getting promising professions. 

Also, many people today wish their children to learn more that can be put into immediate 

practice such as computers, English conversation, or even knowledge about the stock 

market. These are the signs of the ruin of a nation. The reality of education is that time is 

limited for children and that there are fewer than thirty hours of class in a week. 

Therefore, the goal should be to choose the priority for the future of children and the 

nation from various subjects and ideals.  

If children just learn to play with computers, instead of having basic training in 

mathematics and logical thinking, there will be no one who can make computers. If 

children just learn to make money on the stock market, they will never know that there 

exists on earth something more important than money. Japan is a small island which 
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Westminster/John Knox Press, 1990), 122. 
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lacks most of the natural resources for industry except water. She depends on the high 

literacy and diligent working habits of the people. Education is a critical issue for this 

country to survive. However, this country is not just a country of business or industry. 

She is full of literature since the medieval ages where both men and women could write 

with equal right, such as Manyōshū, Genji Monogatari, and so on. It is often said that the 

number of works of literature during the medieval thousand years in Japan surpasses the 

sum of the whole European literature of the same period. These classics are the sources of 

Japanese emotions. It is not possible for us to learn and appreciate all the classics. 

However, the essence of these classics should be given a great value in Christian schools 

in Japan.  

The instruction of English language is all the more important because we are 

living in a cosmopolitan world. Christian middle and high schools have made a great 

contribution to this country in the field of English education with the aid of missionaries. 

Christian schools have been the pioneers and promoters of international exchange 

programs in a number of cities of Japan. They have made great contributions in this area 

as well. These have been in fact the major attractions of Christian schools. English 

education and international exchange programs should continue to be considered as 

important in order to keep the mind of the youth open to the international community. 

However, what matters in international exchanges is that we respect and appreciate each 

other’s culture and tradition. And the reason that we learn English is that we have 

something to share with others. If we are culturally empty, we have nothing to exchange. 

It is true that English and international education give students an important opportunity 

to look back to their own origins. Christian schools should continue to value English and 
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international education at its best. Nevertheless, the enrichment of Japanese education 

through the Japanese classics should be given greater value. The classics of Japanese 

should be redeemed by Jesus Christ and are able to serve God’s mission in education. 

Well-educated Japanese in this sense should be led to seek and appreciate the Word of 

God. Christian education in Japan should have this conviction.  

Moreover, as Calvin after his conversion took the classics as a means of training 

future leaders of the church and the community, it is necessary for us to consider the 

knowledge of the classics of Japanese culture to be an essential part of the training of the 

future Christian leaders so that they can better understand and reach their fellow 

countrymen, and proclaim the Gospel in the society of Japan.  

This is one of the greatest insights that we could learn from Calvin’s idea of 

education. We can see Calvin as a sound patriot who was always concerned about his 

own home country and countrymen, when he says as follows in “Subject Matter of the 

Present Work” from the 1560 French edition of his Institutes:  

First of all I put it into Latin so as to serve all men of learning, to whatever nation 
they belonged; then afterward, desiring to communicate what could bear fruit for 
our French nation, I have also translated it into our tongue.246  

 
Calvin’s love for his patria and appreciation of its culture and tradition can be 

translated into Christians of any background. There must be a reservation, of course, that 

Christians’ love for patria can never exceed the love for God. For Japanese Christians, 

who have such a history concerning the acceptance and rejection of the Gospel, Calvin’s 

ideas concerning humanity, culture, and education would be the most relevant and 
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Ford Lewis Battles (Louisville: Westminster Press, 1960), 7. 
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effective alternative that can make a promising bridge between Christianity and Japan. 

That is why Japanese churches need to continue to learn from Calvin.   
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Conclusion 
 

Calvin’s reform of education was the center of the reform of the city of Geneva in 

the 16th century. Calvin’s reform of education had two goals. First, it is that all people in 

the city listen to the Word of God and understand the content of the biblical faith. Second, 

it is to train the future generation of ministers who proclaim the Word of God and civil 

servants who serve the community in the evangelical faith.  

For the first purpose, Calvin drafted the catechisms that sum up the core of the 

biblical faith in order that people understand and embrace in a concise manner the 

purpose and meaning of Scripture. All the children and adults learned through the 

catechisms. Calvin and the consistory of the church of Geneva urged the parents of each 

household to take the responsibility of teaching their children through the catechisms. 

Calvin made the preaching of the Word of God offered at each church in Geneva not just 

on Sundays but on weekdays as well so that the consistory encourage adults to attend the 

preaching and learn the Word of God.   

The churches in Japan should learn more from Calvin the importance of 

catechetical instruction. Some churches in the Reformed tradition in Japan put the 

catechetical instruction into regular practice. They use mainly the Heidelberg Catechism 

as the textbook for baptismal preparation or the subjects of Sunday evening worship 

messages. These churches have shown the growth in the number of believers as well as in 

the advance of evangelism. For example, the Kamakura Yukinoshita Church in 

Kanagawa, Japan, which has kept a close relationship with the Third Reformed RCA in 

Holland, Michigan, has practiced for decades catechetical instruction. This church not 

only uses the Reformed traditional catechisms such as the Heidelberg Catechism and the 
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Genevan Catechism but also their own “Catechism of Kamakura Yukinoshita Chuch,” 

which is inspired by the Heidelberg Catechism, but then contextualized for evangelism in 

Japan. This is one of the largest and most rapidly growing congregations in the 20th 

century in Japan. Catechetical instruction is one of the most important lessons that the 

churches in Japan should learn from Calvin and put into practice. 

For the second purpose, Calvin established, with other ministers and the 

consistory of the church and the city council of Geneva, the Academy of Geneva to give 

children and youth an education based on the evangelical faith. The successful school of 

John Sturm in Strasbourg encouraged Calvin to forward his own idea of education. The 

Academy of Geneva consisted of schola privata and schola publica. The latter offered a 

sort of seminary training as well as an academic training in other non-theological subjects. 

The former emphasized the learning of both reading and writing in Latin and Greek 

through classical literature as well as religious education through the Bible. The 

mastering of Latin and classical culture were considered the best preparation for 

appreciating the Word of God. Also the ability in oratory based on this education was 

considered indispensable and highly effective for both ministry and secular professions.  

While the schola privata was open only for boys, education for girls was also to 

be done in each household. Moreover, during the first period of the reform, uneducated 

adults were also allowed into the school and assigned to an appropriate class depending 

on their aptitudes.  

The presidents, principals, and teachers of the academy were selected by the 

company of pastors and nominated by the city of Geneva. The Academy of Geneva was 

supported financially by the city and donations from the citizens. Here is a crucial lesson 
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that the churches and the Christian schools in Japan should learn. While the present 

churches and Christian schools in Japan are losing, or have already lost, a close tie of 

relationship of collaboration, they should feel and act on the absolute need to work 

together again for the advance and realization of a true Christian education in Japan. 

There is no other way Christians can make an important contribution to both the 

Kingdom of God and the nation on earth. The Christian schools always need the leading 

of the church in terms of teaching the sound doctrine and evangelical faith, and also the 

provision of human resources such as good Christian teachers and workers. The schools, 

in turn, should provide the church and state future generations who serve the cause and 

values of the Kingdom of God.  

Another important point, which we should learn from Calvin’s own formation in 

his adolescence, is the significance of a “model” for young people as we see in Calvin’s 

affection and respect for his lifetime teacher Mathurin Cordier. He was the one who best 

showed Calvin the ideal person who integrated piety and knowledge in a Christlike 

character. The future of Christian education in Japan also depends on the emergence and 

formation of teachers like Cordier in the context of Japan.   
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